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Abstract

Transactional key-value storage is an important service offered by cloud service

providers for building applications (e.g., Amazon DynamoDB, Microsoft CosmosDB,

Google Spanner). This type of service is popular because it provides high-level

guarantees like consistency, scalability and fault-tolerance to ease application devel-

opment and deployment on the cloud. Unfortunately, providing high performance

without high complexity entails several challenges for transactional key-value stor-

age systems in datacenters due to several sophisticated protocols that provide the

high-level guarantees (e.g., transaction and replication), and the overheads incurred

by traversing multiple abstraction layers.

We leverage two emerging datacenter capabilities — precise synchronized clocks

and software-defined storage — to address the performance and complexity chal-

lenges with transactional key-value storage systems in datacenters. To this end, we

use a cross-layer approach that investigates all levels of the storage stack, from devel-

oper APIs to underlying hardware. We show that this methodology opens avenues

for synergistic interactions between software and the underlying hardware, and leads

to simpler system designs with better performance.

This dissertation presents 4 systems — Semel, Milana, Kairos and SkimpyFTL.

Semel is a multi-version key-value storage system that exploits remap-on-write prop-

erty of flash-based Solid State Drives for device-integrated multi-versioning and uses a

simplified, unordered (inconsistent) replication protocol for fault tolerance. Milana
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supports serializable ACID transactions over Semel using an enhanced Optimistic

Concurrency Control protocol that leverages intra-datacenter precisely synchronized

clocks to reduce transaction abort rate and enable local validation of read-only trans-

actions. Kairos builds over Milana and adds support for inter-transaction caching

and sharded transaction validation; cache consistency in Kairos is based on a sim-

ple, stateless, time-to-live protocol with leases, without having to track sharers or

send invalidations like with directory-based cache consistency protocols. Finally,

SkimpyFTL builds over Semel and adds support for memory-efficient data index-

ing in flash-based key-value storage systems.
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1

Introduction

Large-scale datacenters provide the computational infrastructure that underlies the

increasing use of cloud services. A key aspect in many datacenters is the use of

commodity hardware to provide scale-out cloud infrastructure for services such as

Software as a Service(SaaS), Hardware as a Service (HaaS) and the more generalized

Anything as a Service (XaaS). Today’s datacenters exhibit properties of both loosely

coupled distributed systems and tightly coupled supercomputers. For example, net-

working infrastructure now mimics early supercomputers with low latency and high

bandwidth per link, high bisection bandwidth Fat-Tree topologies [8, 77], and remote

memory operations (e.g., RoCE). We believe that the rapid increase in cloud com-

puting is driving a trend to move further toward supercomputing-like capabilities.

Nonetheless, the scale and criticality of today’s systems demands a distributed ser-

vice architecture that is simple, scalable, provides good performance and is resilient

to failures, even within the datacenter.

In keeping with this model it is crucial to continually examine existing, new and

emerging features available to improve support for cloud services. Several software

and hardware trends have emerged to this end. For example, a trend in software is
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to shift from designing large, complex, monolithic services to using a large number

of simple, single-purpose, loosely-coupled microservices for providing the same end-

to-end service functionality, because this approach improves software modularity,

deployment flexibility and performance debugging [119, 1, 28, 49]. Another trend is

to leverage specialized hardware to improve performance of large-scale cloud services.

For example, GPUs [7, 6] and reconfigurable FPGAs [106, 20] have been used to

accelerate web search. FPGAs and specialized hardware accelerators have also been

leveraged to enable machine learning in real time in datacenters [48, 63].

We focus on transactional key-value storage service inside datacenters. Key-

value storage is a fundamental building block for many modern-day, data-intensive

applications and is used in a variety of domains, such as web-indexing [23, 33], e-

commerce [37], data deduplication [34], photo stores [14], social networking [97, 19,

114], online gaming [35], messaging [56, 55] and more. Key-value storage systems

are designed for linear outward scalability to thousands of servers. Data in these

systems is stored as an independent collection of key-value pairs, that are distributed

over a cluster of servers. Earlier versions of key-value storage systems provided a

simple GET and PUT interface to access single key-value pairs, without any support

for transactions, i.e. guaranteeing atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability

(ACID) of data accesses [37, 29, 70]. This limitation was because transactions were

thought to be incompatible with the scalability goals of these systems [121]. However,

several recent works show that ACID transactions can be a practical extension to

key-value storage systems, and this extension helps application developers manage

complexity and concurrency in distributed environments [31, 116, 67, 39, 130, 43].

Transactional key-value storage systems are popular because they provide high-

level guarantees like consistency, scalability and fault-tolerance to ease application

development. Unfortunately, providing high performance without high complexity

entails several challenges for transactional key-value storage systems in datacenters
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due to several sophisticated protocols that provide the high-level guarantees (e.g.,

transaction and replication), and the the overheads incurred by traversing multiple

abstraction layers.

We leverage 2 emerging datacenter capabilities — precise synchronized clocks

and software-defined storage — to address the performance and complexity chal-

lenges with transactional key-value storage systems. To this end, we use a cross-

layer approach that spans from low-level software close to the hardware up through

developer APIs as we believe that re-examining existing abstractions exposes new

opportunities for enhancing this important cloud service.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 provides an

overview of transactional key-value storage systems inside datacenters, and describes

the challenges introduced by the different protocols used by these systems. We

describe our key contributions in addressing the challenges in Section 1.2.

1.1 Overview and Challenges

Transactional key-value storage systems inside datacenters are arranged in a client-

server architecture, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Requests of external clients (users)

to a cloud-based application are sent to application servers in the nearest datacenter.

Within a datacenter, a load balancer distributes user requests across the application

server tier. The application servers are the clients of the storage system. User

requests are executed as transactions on a client; each client has a front-end library to

issue transaction operations to the storage servers, where the key-value data resides.

For fault tolerance, each key-value pair is replicated across multiple storage

servers. The application key space is partitioned (sharded) across servers; shard-

ing enables horizontal scaling of the storage system because capability (e.g., storage

capacity, peak throughput) can be increased by adding new servers and assigning

key shards to them. All the servers (client and storage) in the system are monitored
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Figure 1.1: Structure of a transactional key-value storage system in a datacenter

by a global master, which facilitates scaling and handling failures in the system.

Transactional key-value storage systems use several protocols to provide high-

level guarantees (e.g., consistency, fault tolerance) and good performance to the

application. They use a storage protocol for data management on each storage server.

A replication protocol is used for fault tolerance. These systems layer a transaction

protocol over replicated servers for providing ACID transactions. Finally, they use

an inter-transaction caching protocol for providing good performance. Below we

describe each protocol and also highlight the challenges with the protocol.

Storage Protocol. Transactional key-value storage systems typically use a multi-

version storage to increase concurrency in the system since read requests can be

satisfied using a prior (older) version, while writes create new versions [15, 31, 95,

44, 125]. However, there are several challenges in designing a multi-version storage.

First, the extra versions require additional capacity. Second, these systems need an

indexing mechanism to map versions of a key to their value. A näıve approach is to

store the entire index in main memory (DRAM); this approach provides the lowest

read latency but has a high space overhead. An efficient indexing technique needs
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to tradeoff between lookup latency and memory requirement for indexing. Third,

multi-versioning necessitates a version management scheme for effective capacity

utilization. The scheme needs to strike a balance between keeping and discarding

prior versions for servicing read requests and capacity reclamation, respectively.

Replication Protocol. Key-value storage systems use a replication protocol for

fault tolerance and high availability. Typical replication protocols, such as Paxos [71]

and Viewstamped Replication [98], cluster a group of servers into an ensemble called

a replica group. One server in a replica group acts as the primary (or leader), and

the remaining act as backups. A leader drives operations in sequence order to the

backups for consensus (strong consistency). However, this approach to achieving

consensus incurs high latency because each operation commits only after a majority

of replicas accept it, and the ordering requirement prevents a replica from accepting

an operation until it has accepted all prior operations.

Transaction Protocol. Key-value storage systems layer a transaction protocol over

a group of replicated servers for supporting ACID transactions. A transaction proto-

col includes a concurrency control mechanism to enforce isolation among concurrent

transactions. This isolation can be provided in two ways: 1) Two Phase Locking

(2PL), and 2) Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC) [68]. 2PL is a pessimistic

approach since it requires a client to acquire a read/write lock for each key accessed

by a transaction. However, acquiring locks limits concurrency and is also prone to

deadlocks. In contrast, OCC eschews acquiring locks and therefore enhances con-

currency relative to 2PL. A transaction in OCC is speculatively executed without

acquiring any locks and is validated before commit to identify any conflicts due to

concurrent modification by other transactions. Validation typically occurs on storage

servers [3, 75, 130, 92] and any transaction that fails validation is aborted.

A prior work, Thor [3], integrates loosely-synchronized clocks with OCC and

shows how timestamps can be used to detect conflicts during transaction validation;
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many systems use a variant of the OCC techniques pioneered in Thor [41, 39, 130, 42,

75, 25, 92, 129]. Unfortunately, clock skew between servers can impact abort rates

with OCC as it increases the risk of timestamp ordering conflicts during validation [3].

With advancements in network technologies and newer storage mediums (e.g., Non-

volatile Memory), data access (read/write) latencies in key-value storage systems

can be in order of 10s of µs [53]. Whereas, typical clock synchronization protocols,

such as Network Time Protocol (NTP), provide a synchronization accuracy of 10s

of milliseconds, which is very coarse grained and can lead to spurious aborts. Such

aborts lead to increased application latencies and lower throughput.

Inter-Transaction Caching Protocol. The popularity of data items in real-world

workloads often exhibits a power law distribution [30, 11]. In such distributions, a

small subset of the data (key-value pairs) receives a disproportionately high number

of accesses and can cause the storage server(s) storing this frequently-accessed data

to bottleneck the entire system. Such bottlenecks cause longer transaction execution

times, which, in turn, increases the likelihood of contention among transactions,

leading to higher abort rate and performance degradation [129].

Caching frequently-accessed data on clients can alleviate such workload-induced

hotspots. However, systems (e.g., Thor [3]) that support inter-transaction caching

typically use explicit invalidation for client cache consistency. This approach requires

servers to track sharers (client caches with a copy) of each object and send invalida-

tions (callbacks) to sharers for removing the cached copy on each update. However,

explicit invalidation introduces substantial performance and scalability overhead in

transactional key-value storage systems. As a result, many recent systems do not

address inter-transaction caching at all [31, 116, 41, 75, 39, 130, 92].
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1.2 Contributions

We leverage two emerging datacenter capabilities — precise synchronized clocks and

software-defined storage — to address the following challenges with transactional

key-value storage systems: 1) multi-version storage protocol, 2) ordering constraint

of replication protocol, 3) high abort rate due to clock skew with the transaction pro-

tocol (Optimistic Concurrency Control), and 4) explicit invalidation overhead with

the inter-transaction caching protocol. Below we summarize our key contributions.

Chapter 3 describes two systems: Semel and Milana. Semel is a multi-version

key-value storage system that provides non-transactional access to single keys. It ad-

dresses the capacity and version management challenge with storage by implementing

multi-versioning in the Flash Translation Layer (FTL) of a Solid State Drive (SSD).

Furthermore, it leverages precise synchronized clocks to design an inconsistent repli-

cation protocol that performs update ordering only on server failures.

Our Semel implementation utilizing Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [60] and the

LightNVM Open-Channel SSD emulation framework [18] reveals a 20-45% increase

in throughput and up to 7ˆ lower GET latency on a single machine compared to a

näıve multi-version key-value storage system implemented over a standard FTL for

read heavy workloads (50-100% GET ops).

Milana adds OCC to support ACID transactions over Semel. Milana ad-

dresses the challenge of high abort rate due to clock skew with OCC. We show that

clock skew with Network Time Protocol (NTP) [91] is too high in modern datacenters

and that PTP enables use of OCC with low abort rates. Furthermore, Milana uses

precise synchronized clocks to eliminate server-side validation of read-only transac-

tions, which reduces the number of messages and improves performance.

Evaluation of Milana prototype using Retwis [73] workload show up to 43%

reduction in abort rates using PTP vs. NTP due to tighter clock synchronization.
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Moreoever, local client validation of read-only transactions in Milana reduces trans-

action latency by 35% and increases throughput by 55% for read-heavy workloads.

In Chapter 4, we describe Kairos, a system that builds on the approach of

Milana by using precise synchronized clocks for OCC and adds support for inter-

transaction caching, without the cost of tracking sharers and explicit invalidations.

Precise synchronized clocks enable a simple time-to-live (TTL) protocol with leases

for cache consistency. Furthermore, Kairos leverages sharded validation [39] to

decouple transaction validation from the servers, and adapts it to work with inter-

transaction caching.

Evaluation of a Kairos prototype using a YCSB workload [30] reveals that inter-

transaction caching alone improves throughput by 1.86x relative to a baseline sys-

tem with only intra-transaction caching; adding sharded validation further improves

throughput by a factor of 2.28 under a workload with a hotspot that saturates a

storage server. Furthermore, our evaluation shows that lease-based inter-transaction

caching can operate at a 62.5% higher scale while providing 1.55x the throughput of

a system with explicit invalidation-based caching in workloads with hot keys.

Chapter 5 describes SkimpyFTL, a system that builds on top of Semel and ad-

dresses the challenge with memory-efficient indexing in multi-version storage. SkimpyFTL

uses a hash-based approach for indexing and offloads portions of the index to flash

for enabling a tradeoff between memory capacity and lookup latency for indexing.

A SkimpyFTL prototype utilizing LightNVM Open-Channel SSD emulation

framework [18] reveals SkimpyFTL provides 72-91% throughput of Semel for read-

dominant key-value workloads (75-100% reads), while reducing the memory require-

ment for indexing by 95%. For a transactional YCSB [30] workload, SkimpyFTL

provides 85% peak throughput of Semel. Finally, SkimpyFTL outperforms a näıve

multi-version key-value store implemented over a standard FTL.
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1.3 Summary

The trend of datacenters to exhibit properties of both tightly coupled supercomput-

ers and loosely coupled distributed systems presents unique opportunities to optimize

cloud service implementations. We examine transactional key-value storage, an im-

portant service in datacenters. Unfortunately, providing high performance without

high complexity entails several challenges for these systems due to use of sophisticated

protocols and various levels of abstraction. To address these challenges, we leverage

two emerging capabilities — precise synchronized clocks and software-defined stor-

age — and use a cross-layer approach of investigating all levels of the storage stack,

from developer APIs to underlying hardware. We show that this methodology opens

avenues for synergistic interactions between software and underlying hardware, and

leads to simpler system designs and better performance.
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2

Background and Motivation

Cloud computing has emerged as a successful and ubiquitous paradigm for service

oriented computing and has revolutionized the way computing infrastructure is ab-

stracted and used. Several cloud abstractions have gained popularity over the years

e.g., Software as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and the gener-

alized Anything as a Service (XaaS). These services provide many enabling features

(e.g., elasticity, high availability, low time to market, and transfer of risks etc.) that

have made cloud computing a ubiquitous paradigm for deploying applications span-

ning all aspects of the human endeavor. Analysts forecast that global cloud services

revenue will reach $410 billion by 2020 [50, 127].

The scale and criticality of these services demands a distributed system architec-

ture that is simple, scalable, provides good performance and is resilient to failures.

Therefore, it is crucial to continually examine existing, new and emerging features

available to enhance these services. For example, GPUs [7, 6] and reconfigurable

FPGAs [106, 20] have been used to accelerate web search. FPGAs and specialized

accelerators have also been leveraged to enable machine learning in real time [48, 63].

Similarly, smart Network Interface Cards (NICs) [79] and switches [85, 61] have been

10
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Figure 2.1: Exchange of messages for clock synchronization

used to optimize storage services in datacenters.

In this same spirit, our work leverages two emerging datacenter capabilities —-

precise synchronized clocks and software-defined storage — to architect transactional

key-value storage, an important service inside datacenters. This chapter describes

these 2 emerging technologies. We start by describing precise synchronized clocks in

Section 2.1; software-defined storage is defined in Section 2.2.

2.1 Precise Synchronized Clocks

Several clock synchronization protocols with varying level of synchronization accu-

racy — from 10s of ms to 100s of ns — have been proposed in the literature [91, 60, 76,

53]. We start by describing how these protocols synchronize clocks in Section 2.1.1.

Section 2.1.2 describes the techniques used by various protocols to improve clock

synchronization accuracy. We conclude this section by describing how we use precise

synchronized clocks in Section 2.1.3.
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2.1.1 Basics of Clock Synchronization

Figure 2.1 illustrates the messages exchanged between two servers for clock synchro-

nization, where one server acts as the master (time source) and the other as a slave,

who synchronizes its clock with the master. Different clock synchronization protocols

use different terminologies and sets of messages but the underlying principle is the

same: exchange messages to calculate one way delay (OWD) between the servers and

clock offset with the master. The figure shows a slave sending a sync message at time

T1, which is received by the master at time T2. Later, the master sends back a sync

response message at time T3, which is received by the slave at time T4; the response

message contains the timestamps T3 and T4. At the end of the exchange, a slave

has 4 timestamps needed for synchronizing its clock with the master. Equation 2.1

shows how to calculate the OWD between the servers; the calculation assumes that

the latency to send a message between a master and slave is symmetric i.e., it takes

similar time, irrespective of the sender (master or slave). After calculating OWD, a

slave can use Equation 2.2 to determine its clock offset from the master. Typically,

clock synchronization protocols take several samples of these 4 timestamps and use

average values for synchronization; they may also filter outliers [53].

latencySM “ T2´ T1

latencyMS “ T4´ T3

OWD “
latencySM ` latencyMS

2

(2.1)

clockOffset “ latencySM ´OWD (2.2)

12



2.1.2 Improving Clock Synchronization Accuracy

Although synchronization protocols use a variant of the above described mechanism

to calculate clock offset, the synchronization accuracy can vary significantly. For

example, Network Time Protocol [91] achieves a synchronization accuracy of several

ms, whereas Precision Time Protocol [60] delivers a ă 1 µs accuracy. This is because

any queuing delays at any point in the communication path between the master and

a slave can cause a slave to estimate inaccurate values for OWD and clock offset,

and thereby impact synchronization accuracy.

In NTP, the clock synchronization messages are timestamped on the host pro-

cessor. Consequently, it is susceptible to any queuing delays in the operating system

stack of the host (e.g., a context switch after a message has been timestamped but

before it is sent over the wire) or the network stack (e.g., queuing delays in the

input or output port of a network switch in the communication path between the

master and a slave). In contrast, synchronization messages are timestamped on the

Network Interface Card (NIC) in PTP, just before the message is sent/received over

the network; this approach eliminates queuing delays in the operating system stack

on the host. To eliminate queuing delays in the network stack, PTP uses special-

ized “transparent” switches, which record the ingress and egress time of each clock

synchronization packet to account for queuing latencies in the network. As a result,

PTP yields a ă 1 µs synchronization accuracy.

Furthermore, recent research demonstrates ď 150 ns skew across a datacen-

ter [76, 53]. DTP [76] achieves precise clock synchronization on servers by exploiting

IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard’s natural clock synchronization mechanism between

the transmitter and receiver PHYs at either end of a wire. DTP improves synchro-

nization skew beyond PTP to less than 160ns throughout a datacenter and less than

30ns for directly connected servers. However, like PTP, DTP requires specialized
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hardware at every PHY in the datacenter. In contrast, Huygens [53] achieves ă

100 ns clock synchornization accuracy between servers across a datacenter without

using any specialized network switches. It leverages several techniques towards this

end. First, it filters out “noisy” synchronization messages that suffer from queuing

delays. Second, it uses a machine learning classifier to accurately estimate OWD

and clock offset. Finally, it exploits a natural network effect — the idea that a group

of pair-wise synchronized clocks must be transitively synchronized — to detect and

correct synchronization errors even further.

2.1.3 Using Precise Synchronized Clocks

Precise synchronized clocks enable distributed applications to operate on a common

time axis, which, in turn, enables key functions like consistency, event ordering,

causality and the scheduling of tasks and resources with precise timing [53].

An early paper by Liskov [83] describes many fundamental uses of precise syn-

chronized clocks in distributed systems. Thor [3] pioneered the technique to provide

transactions in distributed storage systems using Optimistic Concurrency Control

(OCC) and synchronized clocks. In recent times, Google’s Spanner [31] used syn-

chronized clocks to provide external consistency in geo-distributed storage systems.

Benefits of synchronized clocks have also been shown in the network. In software-

defined networks, synchronized clocks create an order of forwarding rule updates,

which helps avoid routing loops [87]. Precise synchronized clocks can also be used

to assign time slots for sending packets and thereby achieve high bandwidth and

near-zero queuing delays [104].

Our work uses precise synchronized clocks to simplify protocols and improve

performance of transactional key-value storage systems within a datacenter. With

advances in network technology, the one-way network latency is ă 10 µs [53]. Storage

access latencies (e.g., solid state drives) are on similar scales. In this scenario, clock
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Figure 2.2: Impact of clock skew

skew becomes critical for performance. Figure 2.2 illustrates such a scenario; it

shows an example of a shared object updated by two clients C1 and C2, ε is the

clock skew and tw is the write latency. The system in the figure rejects any writes

that attempt to create a new version with timestamp less than the timestamp of the

current version, just like OCC. Since the client with a leading clock (C1) updates

the object first, the lagging client (C2) has to wait for a duration ą ε before it can

successfully update the shared object. If ε ąą tw then there are spurious aborts even

though the storage system is capable of satisfying a new write request.

Our Milana work shows that NTP time skew is too high for modern low-latency

datacenters and that PTP enables use of OCC with low abort rates, even in high-

contention scenarios. Furthermore, precise synchronized clocks enable Semel to sim-

plify and optimize the various protocols used by key-value storage systems. Semel

simplifies the replication protocol to just provide fault tolerance without any ordering

guarantees. Semel and Milana are described in Chapter 3. Finally, our Kairos

work leverages precise synchronized clocks to enable inter-transaction caching with

soft leases and dynamic self-invalidation, which helps improve performance and alle-
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viate workload-induced hotspots in transactional key-value storage systems. Chapter

4 describes Kairos.

Next, we describe software-defined storage and how we leverage it to address the

storage protocol challenges in transactional key-value storage systems.

2.2 Software-Defined Storage

A key service in datacenters is reliable persistent storage—historically provided by

replicated hard disk drives (HDDs). The performance of HDDs has lagged far behind

processors, memory and networks; since 1970, the performance of a microprocessor

has increased by 200,000x, whereas, in the same time period, disk access latency

has improved by only 9x and while throughput has improved by 163x [21]. This

performance gap made the performance of software layers that manage storage —

file systems, device drivers, storage networks, databases—relatively unimportant to

overall system performance [115].

However, emerging persistent memory technologies, such as battery-backed DRAM,

byte-addressable non-volatile memories (e.g., PCM, STTRAM etc.), and even coarser

block-addressable Solid State Drives (SSDs), provide characteristic access latency

between 100 ns and 10s of µs. These mediums alter the landscape of storage en-

tirely and require software designers to rethink the importance and role of software

in storage systems. Various tradeoffs have emerged to this end. For example, the

NVMe standard enables per core user-space access to flash-based SSDs and thereby

avoids inter-core communication and also bypasses the inefficient operating system

I/O stack. Furthermore, the standard defines a protocol for direct access to flash

storage via the network, without involvement of the host processor. In contrast,

Software-defined Flash (SDF) is a more radical approach that enables tailoring SSDs

according to application requirements. It exposes the internal geometry of the SSD

to applications, and allows applications to participate in scheduling I/Os and flash
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management.

Our work leverages SDF for exploiting an intrinsic characteristic —remap-on-

write— of flash-based SSDs. We start by briefly describing the internals of flash-

based SSDs and the intrinsic characteristic that we exploit in Section 2.2.1. Sec-

tion 2.2.2 describes how we use SDF.

2.2.1 Internals of a Flash-Based Solid State Drive

A SSD comprises several flash memory chips and a programmable controller that exe-

cutes the Flash Translation Layer (FTL). SSD capacity is increasing rapidly through

the use of vertical stacking. Simultaneously, increased throughput and decreased

latency is achieved by using new queue-based PCIe interfaces (e.g., NVMe), similar

to those used in high-performance network interfaces (e.g., Infiniband). SSDs can

achieve «1M IOPs with capacities near 1TB per drive, and latencies of « 50´100µs

at less than $1.00/GB. These advances in SSD design and implementation further

improve their ability to handle high-throughput big data processing. Flash continues

to see increased use within datacenters [51, 57, 120].

Flash memory is organized as an array of blocks where each block contains some

number of pages. Typically pages are 2-16KB in size and each block contains 128-

256 pages. The page size is the smallest unit for reads and writes. Without loss of

generality, we consider a single-level flash bit cell that can be written in only one

direction (0 to 1). A page write operation only sets values to 1, and thus if the data

changes from a 1 to 0, the page must first be erased and then the new data written

(erase-before-write). Unfortunately, erase operations on flash occur only at a block

granularity (block-grained erase). Moreover, flash has limited endurance: each block

can be erased only a certain number of times before the cells wear out.

To accommodate the above characteristics and limitations, the Flash Translation

Layer (FTL) of flash-based SSDs provides a dynamic mapping of logical addresses
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Figure 2.3: Flash Translation Layer (FTL) Mapping of Logical Blocks to Physical
Pages & Blocks

to physical locations. The FTL presents a block device interface to the Operating

System (OS) [5] and maps a Logical Block Address (LBA) to a page in flash memory,

as shown in Figure 2.3. This level of indirection allows the FTL to remap a logical

block to a new physical page on each write, leaving the old value in place pending

garbage collection. The FTL’s garbage collector may remap existing (current and

valid) pages as needed to free complete blocks to erase. The FTL also implements

wear-leveling: it distributes writes uniformly across physical locations, so the flash

cells wear at the same rate.

Historically, the FTL was implemented entirely within the SSD enclosure and

exposed a traditional block abstraction to software. This structure enables tight

control over garbage collection and wear-leveling, aspects that can influence warranty

guarantees for vendors, and allows close integration with flash read/write circuitry

for read/write operations; however, it can limit flexibility.
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2.2.2 Software-Defined Flash

Software-Defined Flash (SDF) is a technique to separate the FTL functionality and

enable applications to participate in I/O scheduling and flash management [101, 62,

100, 22], with several vendors providing some form of this capability (e.g., CNEX

Labs, SanDisk/FusionIO, Radian Memory). This approach enables several optimiza-

tions across traditional system boundaries. First, it eliminates one level of indirection

since applications, such as key-value storage systems, do not need to consider SSDs

as a block device and can directly map its logical blocks (e.g., keys) to pages on flash.

Several works exploit this observation [88, 58, 131, 62, 111]. Next, customized map-

ping techniques that exploit application or system specific information can provide

new functionality and/or improve performance. Prior work exploits this observa-

tion for providing snapshot capability for flash-based storage [113]. Another work

leverages SDF to exploit the inherent parallelism of SSDs by mapping log-structured

merge (LSM) tree [99] operations on to different SSD channels [100].

We leverage SDF to design a lightweight multi-version storage. Semel exploits

the remap-on-write property of flash-based SSDs to maintain multiple versions of keys

and exposes these versions to the application. Our Milana work leverages the multi-

version storage of Semel to support transactions using multi-version concurrency

control [15]. Semel and Milana are described in Chapter 3. Our SkimpyFTL work

explores multi-version indexing techniques in flash-based key-value storage systems.

Specifically, we explore the tradeoff between DRAM capacity for mapping multiple

versions on the host and performance. We describe SkimpyFTL in Chapter 5.

Finally, although our work focuses on flash-based SSDs, the approach generalizes

to other storage technologies as well that naturally preserve multiple versions of each

key as it is updated (remap-on-write property). Our work can be applied to such

storage technologies to build high-performance, reliable, low-cost, scale-out storage.
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2.3 Summary

The scale and criticality of large-scale cloud services demands a distributed service

architecture that is simple, scalable, provides good performance and is resilient to

failures. Therefore, it is crucial to continually examine existing, new and emerging

features available to enhance these services. Our work leverages two emerging ca-

pabilities — precise synchronized clocks and software-defined storage — to architect

transactional key-value storage systems in datacenters. Precise synchronized clocks

provide server clock skew in 100s of nanoseconds and enables distributed applica-

tions to operate on a common time axis, which, in turn, enables simplifying and op-

timizing protocols used in transactional key-value storage systems. Software-defined

storage allows applications to participate in I/O scheduling and data management,

and thereby enables creating application-tailored storage.
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3

Semel and Milana

Distributed transactional storage is an important service in today’s datacenters.

Achieving good performance without high complexity is often a challenge for these

systems due to use of several sophisticated protocols to provide high level guarantees

(e.g., consistency, fault tolerance) and the presence of multiple layers of abstraction.

This chapter shows how to combine two emerging datacenter capabilities—precise

synchronized clocks and software-defined storage—to address several challenges with

transactional key-value storage in datacenters.

We presents 2 systems: Semel and Milana. Semel1 is multi-version key-

value storage system that addresses the capacity and version management challenge

with designing a multi-version storage; it also relaxes the ordering constraint in the

replication protocol used for providing fault tolerance. Milana2 is a lightweight

transactional layer over Semel that reduces clock-skew related spurious aborts with

the transaction protocol.

In Semel, each version of a key’s value is timestamped using precise synchronized

1 Semel means once in Latin.

2 Milana means consistency in Bengali.
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clocks. These timestamps enable a lightweight primary-backup replication protocol

that moves update ordering off the critical path. Milana adds optimistic concur-

rency control (OCC [68]) to support serializable ACID transactions over Semel,

adapted to a client-server setting based on techniques pioneered in Thor [3]. How-

ever, OCC transactions may be forced to abort/rollback under contention due to

timestamp ordering conflicts with other transactions, and this risk increases with

clock skew [3]. Our results show that in this setting precision time (PTP) achieves

a lower rate of spurious aborts due to false conflicts (and therefore higher peak

throughput) when compared to clock synchronization using NTP—the current state

of the art.

Moreover, timestamp-based concurrency control enables use of multi-version ap-

proaches [15] to further improve concurrency by enabling snapshot-isolated read-only

transactions with low cost. Semel leverages the erase-before-write (remap-on-write)

behavior of flash SSDs to enable light-weight multi-version storage. Semel and Mi-

lana are based on an extended SSD Flash Translation Layer (FTL) that writes

updated values in a log-structured fashion on physical storage, maps keys directly to

values at physical locations, and integrates version management with FTL garbage

collection.

Semel and Milana reflect the state of the art in sharded, replicated, transac-

tional key-value storage systems, but embody a unique set of design tradeoffs for

low-latency intra-datacenter storage with SSDs and precision time. For example,

Milana is similar to a prior work — TAPIR [130] — that uses OCC in conjunction

with an unordered replication protocol, which has potential for lower latency than or-

dered consensus (as in Thor). Consensus forces all replicas to agree on operations in

a total order, which is not necessary to preserve transactional consistency. However,

in contrast to TAPIR, Semel uses primary-backup replication. This choice reduces

OCC validation costs in Milana: write validation occurs only on the primary replica
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for each affected shard, and read-only transactions validate locally at the client. The

price of this efficiency is that read-write transactions require an extra round-trip

latency (though not extra messages) to sequence through the primary, which is a

small price for providing low latency reads, given the prevalence of read-dominated

workloads [97, 11].

Our Semel implementation utilizing PTP and the LightNVM Open-Channel

SSD emulation framework [18] reveals a 20-45% increase in IOPs and up to 7X

lower GET latency on a single machine using unified version and flash management

compared to a naive multi-version KV-store implemented using a standard FTL for

read heavy workloads (50-100% GET ops). Our experiments running Retwis [73]

with Milana show up to 43% reduction in abort rates using PTP vs. NTP due

to tighter clock synchronization. Furthermore, local client validation in Milana

reduces transaction latency by 35% and increases throughput by 55% for read-heavy

workloads.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The design of Semel and

Milana are described in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. We evaluate our prototype

systems in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 discusses related work and we present a summary

of this chapter in Section 3.5.

3.1 Semel: A Replicated Multi-version Key-Value Store

This section presents Semel, a replicated multi-version key-value store that exploits

precision time and software-defined storage. Semel provides safety guarantees for

ordering of operations to individual keys. Section 3.2 shows how to support trans-

actional atomicity and consistency for operations on multiple keys, layered above

Semel.

The Semel design targets an intra-datacenter client-server storage model. The

persistent memory (SSDs) reside on storage servers. The key space is sharded among
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the storage servers, and each shard is replicated for availability and fault tolerance.

The clients of Semel are application servers. Each client has a unique ID and runs

a Semel library that exposes the key-value storage API and issues read and write

operations to the storage servers. The client library coordinates with a global master

to map each key to a data shard and to the shard’s primary replica using standard

techniques (e.g., consistent hashing [65]). The master maintains the shard maps

based on its global view of participating servers. The master can be implemented

using standard techniques (e.g., Apache Zookeeper [59]).

Values for each key are stored as a sequence of versions timestamped by the client

that issued the write. Versions are ordered by the version number, which is a V “

xtimestamp, clientIDy tuple. The clientID induces a total order over simultaneous

writes from different clients, and also supports linearizability (Section 3.1.3). Semel

uses these timestamps to maintain a coherent view across all clients for each key.

We do not expect timestamp wraparound to be an issue if we use 64-bit timestamps.

Assuming « 100ns resolution for timestamps, a 64-bit timestamp does not overflow

for nearly 60 thousand years.

The application API to Semel client library is defined below. We use tcurrent to

denote a client’s view of the current time.

• put(key, value): Create a new version for the given key.

• get(key) Ñ value: Return a version with timestamp ď tcurrent.

• delete(key): Delete all versions of the key.

The client library assigns a timestamp tcurrent to all get and put requests. This

timestamp is used for creating a new version V “ xtcurrent, clientIDy of a key on a

put request. For a get request, Semel uses tcurrent to read the youngest version with

timestamp ď tcurrent. Milana (Section 3.2) extends the Semel client to issue reads

for a specific timestamp other than tcurrent as required for the transaction protocol.
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3.1.1 Multi-version Flash Translation Layer

Recall, an SSD Flash Translation Layer (FTL) maps a Logical Block Address (LBA)

to a page in flash memory. A page is uniquely identified by a Physical Block Number

(PBN) and page number within the physical block. A map table in the FTL is

consulted to determine the flash page for each I/O operation on an SSD. For example,

a read operation performs a Key Ñ Page conversion and then reads the data from

the physical page. Flash SSDs do not overwrite pages on a write operation, due to the

need for block-grained erase-before-write. A standard FTL writes each modified page

to a freshly erased block and remaps the page. Therefore, flash SSDs may naturally

provide multiple versions of a given key with little additional overhead [113].

Semel leverages the Open-Channel SSD framework [18] to extend the FTL for

multi-version key-value storage. A key-value storage system implemented using tra-

ditional SSDs requires two mapping steps: Key Ñ LBAÑ xPBN,Pagey. Software-

Defined Flash (SDF) enables modifying the FTL to collapse this two-step translation

into a single translation [58, 131, 62, 88], so that it maps a key directly to a physical

address with a single map table access.

Mapping table:. The mapping table in Semel FTL maintains multiple versions of

a key as a linked list. Each version is assigned a 64-bit create timestamp; the linked

list is sorted in descending order of create timestamps of the versions. Semel writes

new values in a log-structured fashion on flash. Figure 3.1 shows the mapping table

and data layout in Semel. For small key-value pairs, Semel packs multiple pairs

into a single page. The mapping table maintains the page and the offset within the

page where the version is stored.

Semel FTL assumes that adequate server DRAM is available to store the entire

mapping table in main memory. Chapter 5 describes how we address this drawback

using memory-efficient indexing.
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Figure 3.1: Mapping Table and Data Layout in Semel

Garbage collection:. Keeping versions around longer than necessary on flash-based

systems may cause wasteful remapping (moving) during garbage collection. Ideally

we want to balance remapping cost with the desire to provide historical versions

within a certain threshold (window size), e.g., keep all versions that are less than 5

seconds old. The window size can be tunable to keep older versions as needed, e.g., for

read-only analytics workloads. Semel utilizes watermarking [39], which establishes

a lower bound on the client clocks. Each client periodically broadcasts the timestamp

of its last acknowledged operation to all storage servers and the minimum of all these

timestamps is the watermark in Semel. Since NTP/PTP clocks are monotonic, no

client issues a new operation with a timestamp below the watermark. Therefore, the

garbage collection algorithm needs to keep only the youngest write with a timestamp

less than the watermark; it is safe to discard all prior versions.
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3.1.2 Lightweight Inconsistent Replication

Key-value storage systems use a replication protocol for fault tolerance and high avail-

ability. Typical replication protocols, such as Paxos [71] and Viewstamped Repli-

cation [98], cluster a group of servers into an ensemble called a replica group. One

storage server in a replica group acts as the primary (or leader), and the remaining

servers act as backups. Such replication protocols can tolerate f storage server fail-

ures, for 2f + 1 servers in a replica group. A primary handles all incoming read/write

requests and acts as the serialization point. To provide strong consistency (consen-

sus), a primary imposes a total order on all writes from the clients (using sequence

numbers) and multicasts each write to all the backups. The backups process write

requests in sequence order only and discard any write that comes out of order. A

backup sends an acknowledgement to the primary for each in-order write request; a

write request is considered complete by a primary only after at least f backups have

acknowledged the receipt of the write.

The update life-cycle for such protocols is:

1. The application sends an update to the primary.

2. The primary assigns a sequence number to the update (to enforce ordering),

which is higher than the sequence number of all previous updates. The primary

then propagates the update and the sequence number to the other replicas

(backups).

3. A backup replica acknowledges an update if it has seen all the prior sequence

numbers and consequently all prior updates. Otherwise, the backup replica

responds with an error.

4. If the primary receives a success from f replicas before a timeout, it acknowl-

edges the update to the application. Otherwise, it retries the update or sends
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an error to the application.

Semel uses primary-backup replication with a designated primary for each shard,

and exploits tightly synchronized clocks to relax the ordering requirement and commit

each update as soon as a majority of replicas receive (and acknowledge) it. Since

the replicated Semel operations are timestamped writes to independent versions

of independent data items, there is no need to maintain ordering: the ordering is

explicit in the version timestamps, which are recovered along with the data.

TAPIR [130] is based on a similar inconsistent replication approach that decou-

ples replication from ordering (see Section 3.2.7 for a comparison against TAPIR).

Inconsistent replication reduces latency because each replica can execute and ac-

knowledge an unordered operation as soon as it receives it, even if it is missing

earlier operations. Such an approach does not violate consistency after failover since

all acknowledged updates can be recovered if a majority of replicas are available,

and a correct ordering can be constructed based on version numbers. We explain

recovery in Section 3.2.6.

3.1.3 Linearizability with Global Clocks

Semel leverages precise clocks to enable a simple and general timestamping approach

to linearizable RPCs on objects. RPC calls on an object execute serially at the

primary for the object’s shard. The timestamp of a write request persists with the

new object version, even across primary failover. The version stamps allow the server

to ensure idempotence for retransmitted requests; the client ID distinguishes requests

from different clients with the same timestamp. The server executes reads on the

named version and rejects writes with timestamps older than the current version,

guaranteeing at-most-once semantics. Thus writes execute in a serial timestamp

order that is consistent with the real-time ordering. Semel also permits snapshot

reads in the past, which are not linearizable, but they allow higher concurrency and
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it is a client’s choice to use them.

Semel’s approach to linearizable RPC is similar in spirit to RIFL [75], which

also timestamps requests at the client and persists a completion record containing

each request’s timestamp with the object. The key difference is that Semel’s request

timestamps are global and synchronized across the clients. Precise clocks enable us

to simplify the ordering protocol. For example, it becomes safe to garbage-collect

old versions and their timestamps at any time. If a client replays a completed re-

quest after the server discards its version, a simple timestamp comparison blocks it

from overwriting an earlier request on the same object: the client receives a rejec-

tion for the retransmitted request (not idempotent), but at-most-once semantics are

preserved.

When precision timestamps are available, ordering with global clocks is simpler

than approaches based on leases and/or causal information [75, 89, 46]. The key

tradeoff is that clients with lagging clocks may see their requests rejected under

contention, forcing them to retry more often. The Semel approach is suitable when

the expected clock skew is less than the request cost, which is the case for operations

on flash-based SSDs with PTP-based precision timestamps. Note that ordering with

global clocks depends on low clock skew only for performance, and not for correctness.

3.2 Milana: A Transactional Key-Value Storage System

This section shows how to use Semel’s timestamped values to support transactions in

a software layer above Semel. Our transaction system—called Milana—supports

transactions that update keys in multiple shards atomically using a classical two-

phase commit (2PC) protocol. Milana leverages Semel’s precision timestamps for

Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC) [68] adapted to a client-server setting [3].

OCC is an alternative to locking (two-phase locking or 2PL): OCC enhances con-

currency relative to 2PL, and is not prone to 2PL’s blocking and deadlocks. OCC
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Figure 3.2: Snapshot reads in Milana

systems validate each transaction T before commit by comparing T ’s timestamped

data accesses—T ’s read set and write set—to those of other transactions to iden-

tify any access conflicts that violate a serializable ordering. Conflicting transactions

are aborted and then restarted at the client. Other client-server OCC transaction

systems include Thor [3], Centiman [39], and TAPIR [130].

Milana benefits directly from PTP because low clock skew reduces the inci-

dence of false aborts in client-server OCC [3]. For example, a false abort occurs

if a late-arriving transaction (e.g., a commit request from a client with a lagging

clock) conflicts with an already-committed transaction with a later timestamp. As

explained previously, PTP is particularly important for storage services based on low-

latency persistent memory, e.g., flash-based SSDs and emerging NVM technologies.

Milana exploits PTP to improve performance, but it is not required for correctness.

To implement OCC, Milana assigns precision (PTP) timestamps begin (tsbegin)

and commit (tscommit) to each transaction T at the client; all read operations for

T are issued at the Semel layer with T ’s begin timestamp and all write operations

create a new version with T ’s commit timestamp. Milana also leverages Semel’s
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multi-version flash SSD store to support snapshot reads: Milana satisfies T ’s reads

for a key K by returning a version that is current as of T ’s tsbegin, even if a writer

has written a new version of K with a later timestamp. This approach reduces false

conflicts and further improves concurrency and throughput. Figure 3.2 illustrates

how consistent snapshots are read in Milana. A transaction with tsbegin “ 2 reads all

versions with tsversion ď 2, while new versions are created by other write transactions.

Milana is optimized for read-heavy workloads, which typically dominate within

a datacenter [97, 11]. In particular, Milana servers return sufficient version in-

formation to enable a client to perform local validation for read-only transactions

(Section 3.2.3). Local validation allows a read-only transaction T to commit if and

only if the values in T ’s read set are from a consistent snapshot: each value for a key

K in T ’s read set is the youngest committed version of K with timestamp ď tsbegin,

and no key K in the read set has a prepared version with timestamp ď tsbegin. Local

validation ensures a serializable transaction ordering for read-only transactions, but

it does not necessarily provide external consistency. Milana provides both serial-

izability and external consistency for read-write transactions, which validate on the

servers.

3.2.1 Transaction Protocol

Milana adds an extended transaction API to the Semel primary servers, and an

enhanced client library to use it. A Milana primary maintains a transaction table

recording the status of transactions that have prepared but for which commits have

not yet been acknowledged: updates to this table are logged in persistent memory

as they occur and are replicated to the backup servers using the Semel replication

protocol. If the primary fails, a new primary recovers the transaction table before

continuing (Section 3.2.6).

Milana uses the version stamps provided by Semel, V “ xtimestamp, clientIDy.
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This approach provides monotonically increasing timestamps with a total order. We

assign each transaction T two timestamps tsbegin and tscommit at T ’s begin and com-

mit time respectively. T ’s tsbegin is assigned to all GET (read) requests and tscommit

is assigned to all PUT (write) requests.

In addition, a Milana primary server also maintains in DRAM a tslatestRead,

tsprepared and tslatestCommitted timestamp for each active key. tslatestRead is set on a get

request if tsget ą tslatestRead. tsprepared and tslatestCommitted timestamps are set after

a successful validation and commit, respectively. None of these values are persisted;

Section 3.2.6 explains how to recover them.

Here is the application API to the Milana client library. Timestamp tcurrent

represents the client’s local view of the current time as given by PTP.

• beginTransaction(): Start a new transaction T . Assign a begin timestamp

to T (tsbegin “ tcurrent), and initialize an empty read and write set for T .

• abortTransaction(): Discard the read and write set maintained for the cur-

rent transaction and remove all state.

• commitTransaction() Ñ Success / Fail: Assign commit timestamp

tscommit “ tcurrent for the current transaction and initiate the commit protocol,

which either succeeds or fails.

• put(key, value): Buffer the key-value pair; add key to the current transac-

tion’s write set.

• get(key) Ñ value: Return a consistent value for a key; add key to the current

transaction’s read set.

We now describe the transaction protocol for processing transactions. A Milana

client performs the following for each transaction.
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1. The application starts a transaction by invoking the beginTransaction method

in the client library.

2. The application then transitions to the processing stage of the transaction.

Write operation (put):. The client adds the key-value pair to the write set

of the transaction, which is buffered in DRAM.

Read operation (get):. The client returns the value from write or read set,

if present. Otherwise it uses tsbegin to obtain a consistent version of the key

from the primary. The primary returns the youngest committed version with a

timestamp tscommit ď tsbegin and a boolean that indicates if there is a prepared

version for that key with a timestamp tsprepared ď tsbegin. Note that tscommit ă

tsprepared ď tsbegin.

3. The processing stage finishes when the application invokes commitTransaction

or abortTransaction. If the application invokes commitTransaction then the

transaction either commits or aborts based on the validation result. The ap-

plication cannot arbitrarily determine to abort the transaction after validation

on all participants (primaries) is successful.

4. Validation: the client performs the following steps to validate the requested

commit:

Read-only transaction:. The client performs local validation for a read-

only transaction. The local validation check ensures that the keys read in the

transaction are from a consistent snapshot (§3.2.3).

Read-Write transaction:. Like read-only transactions, the client can abort

a transaction if the read set was not from a consistent snapshot. Otherwise,

the client sets tscommit “ tcurrent, assigns version V “ xtscommit, clientIDy to

all the keys in the write set and starts the 2PC protocol, with the client as the
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coordinator, as described below. The client returns the status (SUCCESS /

ABORT) to the application after the first (prepare) phase of 2PC.

3.2.2 Two-Phase Commit: Write Validation

Figure 3.3 shows an example transaction with a standard two phase commit (2PC)

protocol. On a commit request for a read-write transaction T , the client library

initiates 2PC and acts as the coordinator. It first sends a Prepare() request to the

primary of each participant shard, passing each primary all keys in T ’s read and

write sets for shards that the primary controls. It also passes a list of other affected

shards for possible use in recovery (Section 3.2.6).

Each primary uses Algorithm 1 to validate T ’s keys. T fails validation if it has

conflicts that violate transactional serializability. It then propagates the validation

decision (SUCCESS/ABORT) along with the write set (on successful validation) and

shard list to the backup replicas, waits for f (out of 2f) backups to respond, and
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Algorithm 1 Milana Primary Validation Algorithm

1: procedure validate(transaction)
2: for each (key, version) P transaction.readSet do
3: if key.prepared ‰ NONE then
4: return ABORT
5: else if key.latestCommitted ‰ version then
6: return ABORT
7: end if
8: end for
9: newVersion = transaction.commitTimestamp

10: for each (key, version) P transaction.writeSet do
11: if key.prepared ‰ NONE then
12: return ABORT
13: else if key.latestRead ě newVersion then
14: return ABORT
15: else if key.latestCommitted ě newVersion then
16: return ABORT
17: end if
18: end for
19: return SUCCESS
20: end procedure

then reports the decision as its vote to the client/coordinator. If a primary votes to

commit T then T is prepared at that primary.

The client accumulates the votes from all primaries and determines the outcome:

T commits if and only if all primaries vote to commit, else T aborts. The client

reports the outcome to the application and then asynchronously notifies all primaries

of the outcome.

3.2.3 Local Validation of Read-only Transactions

As mentioned earlier, a Milana client performs local validation for read-only trans-

actions. Local validation eliminates two round trips at validation time: client to

primary and primary to backups.

As a transaction T runs, the client issues a read (get) to the primary server

for each key K read by T , and satisfies subsequent reads to K from its cache.

The client issues gets with T ’s begin timestamp tsbegin. On a get, the primary re-

turns the youngest committed version of K with a timestamp K.tscommit ď T.tsbegin,

and a boolean that indicates if there is a prepared version of K with a timestamp
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K.tsprepared ď T.tsbegin. Note that K.tscommit ă K.tsprepared ď T.tsbegin. The primary

also records the read timestamp tsbegin in DRAM if it is ą K.tslatestRead.

Local validation works because a Milana primary aborts any late-arriving trans-

action S that attempts to commit a new value for a key K with an earlier timestamp

S.tscommit ď K.tslatestRead (see Algorithm 1). Therefore, if K did not have a prepared

version when it was read, then it is guaranteed that there can be no prepared version

with a timestamp less than T ’s begin timestamp (tsbegin). Thus the client has all the

information needed to locally validate T : it can commit T if and only if none of the

keys in T ’s read set had a prepared version at T ’s read time (tsbegin).

Local validation is aided by both SDF and PTP. SDF provides a lightweight

mechanism to maintain multiple versions of a key, thus enabling snapshot reads.

PTP’s low clock skew makes local validation practical from a performance standpoint.

For a given clock skew ε, if a client with a leading clock reads a key K, then a client

with a lagging clock has to wait up to ε duration before it can commit a transaction

that updates K. For NTP, ε is on the order of milliseconds, while PTP reduces it to

microseconds.

3.2.4 Snapshot Reads

This section describes two scenarios in which an application reads a consistent snap-

shot even when there are conflicting writes on the same set of keys. For each scenario

consider two contending transactions T1 and T2 that operate on keys K1 and K2.

Semel holds a version of both keys before either T1 or T2 start.

In the first scenario T1 and T2 are read-only and read-write transactions, re-

spectively. The start time of T1 is tsbegin1 and end time of T2 is tsend2, where

tsbegin1 ă tsend2. T1 starts processing and reads one key (K1) and has not issued

a read for K2 as yet. T2 overlaps in execution with T1 and T2 is able to commit

and update the values of both K1 and K2 while T1 is still executing. Since Semel
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maintains multiple versions, it is able to serve T1’s read of K2 and the data returned

is from a consistent snapshot at time ts1, even though there is a committed value

for K2 at the later time ts2. T1 behaves as though it executed completely before T2

even started, which is a consistent execution.

In this second example T1 is a read-write transaction and T2 is a read-only

transaction. The end time of T1 is tsend1 and start time of T2 is tsbegin2, where

tsend1 ă tsbegin2. T1 starts its 2PC process and sends the commit request for K1 to

shard A, but is delayed in sending the commit for K2 to shard B. T2 overlaps in ex-

ecution with T1, performing read operations on keys K1 and K2. For K1, T2 obtains

the value that T1 wrote, since the shard received the commit. However, shard B

contains both a prepared value and the latest committed value for K2, since it does

not know if T1 will commit. In this case, shard B returns the last committed value

and a boolean (= true) that indicates that there is a prepared version of the key.

The client can then determine that it did not read from a consistent snapshot and

would abort T2.

3.2.5 Version Management

Milana leverages Semel’s watermarking-based garbage collection to manage ver-

sions and satisfy long-running read-only transactions. Each Milana client peri-

odically broadcasts the timestamp td of its latest decided (committed or aborted)

transaction to all primaries. The minimum over the tds becomes the watermark

tw. Since PTP time increases monotonically, no client can have a transaction begin

time that is less than the watermark. Therefore, the Semel garbage collector only

needs to keep the youngest version with a timestamp ď tw and can discard all prior

versions.

Consider an active long-running read-only transaction T with a begin timestamp

tsbegin. Then the watermark tw ă tsbegin. Therefore, a Milana server retains at least
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the youngest version of any key K with a timestamp ď tsbegin, so T can read a version

from a consistent snapshot at its tsbegin. The watermarking scheme dynamically

tunes the number of versions kept for all keys and is a function of the duration of

transactions: fewer versions are kept when transactions are short, and the threshold

increases as longer transactions are added to the mix.

3.2.6 Recovery

This section describes what happens if a client or storage server (e.g., a primary)

fails during the process of committing a transaction. Milana assumes fail-stop

(non-byzantine) failures.

Client Failure.. If the client fails during 2PC, then the participants (primaries)

time out waiting for a commit or abort decision for a prepared transaction T . T is

blocked until its commit/abort status is known. This situation does not affect any

transactions operating on key sets that are disjoint from T ’s read/write sets. How-

ever, the participating primaries are forced to abort any transaction that attempts to

read/write any of the keys in T ’s read or write set, until T ’s commit/abort status is

known. In such a case, one of the participating primaries is designated as a backup

coordinator for T . The backup coordinator can use the Cooperative Termination

Protocol (CTP) [16] to determine if T should commit. The backup coordinator

queries the other participating primaries for the status of T , and takes appropriate

action. The states are Received Commit, Received Abort, Prepared, Sent Commit,

Sent Abort and the actions can be any of the following:

1. If any primary received a commit or abort then T should be committed or

aborted since the client made a decision only after receiving a response from

all the primaries.

2. If any primary did not receive a prepare request for T , then all primaries can
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agree to abort T because the client does not commit a transaction until it

receives a response from all primaries for its shards.

3. If any primary responded with ABORT to the prepare request, then all pri-

maries abort T .

4. If all primaries responded SUCCESS for the prepare request then the backup

coordinator commits T .

Replica Failure / Recovery.. If a backup replica of a participant shard fails during

2PC, it does not block any transaction as long as a majority of replicas for a shard

are available to store transactions. However if a primary of a participant shard fails

then it would block all transactions involving that shard. A new primary must be

elected (failover) in order to unblock any running transactions and resume service.

Distributed transactions require a protocol to ensure atomicity and consistency

of keys and shards across failures of servers and clients. Many storage systems that

provide transactional semantics and fault tolerance use both a transaction protocol

and a replication protocol, which enforce a serial ordering in two places: transac-

tions across shards and updates among replicas. This redundancy can add latency

and reduce throughput. Since the transaction protocol enforces ordering among the

transactions and consequently the updates, the replication protocol does not need

to also enforce ordering. This observation was previously exploited to reduce write

transaction latency in TAPIR [130] by allowing inconsistent replication.

Semel and Milana replicate using a primary-backup approach: all the updates

to a shard flow through the primary. As a result, the Milana primary has the

consistent view (an up-to-date transaction table) needed to validate transactions

without involving the backups, reducing validation costs and abort rates. Since the

backups play no role in validating or executing transactions, their only purpose is to

provide fault tolerance, as in Semel, and not consistency, which is handled by the
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Figure 3.4: Milana Relaxed Backup Updates

Milana code on the primary.

Once the primary validates a transaction, it can propagate updates and prepare

records to the replicas in any order, as long as a new primary can rebuild the trans-

action table during failover. Figure 3.4 shows how Milana relaxes backup update

ordering and how this can tolerate transient failures. In this example there are three

storage servers, a primary and two backups. The primary requires only one of the

two backups to acknowledge a prepare and commit of a transaction. In this case,

backup 1 acknowledges prepare and commit of transactions 1 and 3, while backup

2 acknowledges prepare and commit of transaction 2. In another scenario, backup

1 acknowledges prepare of transactions 1,2 and 3, and backup 2 acknowledges the

commit for these transactions. In both cases, traditional replication would be forced

to signal an error, and possibly abort transactions since the backups did not receive

updates in sequence order. Milana eliminates these scenarios by reconstructing the
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Algorithm 2 Milana Recovery Merge Algorithm

1: procedure mergeLog(transactions, table = NULL)
2: for each T P transactions do
3: if T.status == COMMITTED then
4: table.insert(T)
5: else if T.status == PREPARED then
6: if T.participants == 1 then
7: table.insert(T)
8: else
9: decision = queryParticipant(T, participants)

10: if decision P COMMIT, PREPARED then
11: table.insert(T)
12: end if
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: return table
17: end procedure

correct overall order during failure recovery.

Since Semel does not enforce strict global ordering for all updates during repli-

cation, therefore in Milana the new primary must be brought to a consistent state

before it can start servicing transaction requests. The new primary can always reach

a consistent state if there are f`1 replicas available (out of 2f`1), which are needed

for a majority quorum. For f ` 1 available replicas, there must always be at least

one replica that has seen any given transaction committed or prepared by the previ-

ous primary. Therefore the new primary has access to all the transactions and can

rebuild the data versions and transaction table by merging the updates from all the

replicas, as shown in Algorithm 2. If a transaction prepare or commit record is not

present on at least one replica at recovery, then the previous primary could not have

obtained a majority for the operation, and therefore could not have acknowledged

the request. In this case, 2PC recovery restores the state of these transactions, as

detailed above (CTP).

The new primary can then apply all the successfully committed transactions

without any validation. It can also apply a successfully prepared transaction that

included a single shard because that would have been committed. For a prepared
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transaction involving multiple shards, the new primary must contact the primary of

the other shards to determine whether the transaction committed. The transaction

is committed or aborted if any shard responds with a COMMIT or ABORT, respec-

tively. If all participants respond with a prepared status then the transaction is still

outstanding and should be committed and a response sent to the client.

After creating the transaction table, the new primary propagates the table to

the backups to bring them to a consistent state. It then populates tsprepared and

tslatestCommitted values for each key. These values can be inferred from prepare requests

obtained from other replicas during recovery and from the version stamps included

with each write (see Figure 3.1), respectively.

The new primary cannot populate tslatestRead for keys because these values are not

persisted nor are the backups informed about the latest read timestamp of a key while

servicing a get request. Validating new transactions without these values can violate

serializability. Consider the following scenario: a read-only transaction Ta issues a

get request for key K with a timestamp t2, a primary returns a version of K with

a timestamp t0 and Ta commits. Now a failover occurs and a new primary allows a

read-write transaction Tb to commit that creates a new version of K with timestamp

t1 (t0 ă t1 ď t2). This violates serializability because Ta (already committed) should

have read Tb’s write.

Milana uses leases [54] to avoid this scenario. A primary in Milana obtains a

periodically renewed lease from at least f backups to process any get request with

a timestamp ă tlease. After recovery, the new primary waits for its local clock

to advance past tlease before servicing transaction requests for its shard. As an

optimization, we can combine this mechanism with leases used for avoiding spurious

failovers in primary/backup based replicated state machine protocols [84].

In all failure scenarios (client, primary, backup replica or some combination of

the three) a decision can be made on any outstanding transaction and service can
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be resumed as long as a majority of replicas (f ` 1) of all shards are available.

3.2.7 Comparison with TAPIR

There are some similarities between Semel/ Milana and TAPIR [130]. Like Semel,

TAPIR is based on an inconsistent replication approach that decouples replication

from ordering for lowering write latencies. The Semel inconsistent replication pro-

tocol differs from TAPIR in that Semel uses primary/backup replication with a

designated primary for each shard, rather than having the client propagate the op-

eration to symmetric replicas, as in TAPIR. Both Milana and TAPIR build on

top of inconsistent replication to provide transactional semantics and use OCC for

ordering operations. To reduce read latencies, TAPIR clients read data from the

nearest replica during a transaction. This approach also helps balance the read load

across replicas. In contrast, all reads in Milana are serviced by the primary but this

requirement can be relaxed for read-write transactions, which can read data from the

nearest replica and validate at the primary before commit.

Validation in TAPIR succeeds only after a majority of replicas for each affected

shard agree to validate the transaction. TAPIRs approach of eliminating the primary

saves a round-trip latency for each prepare. This may be a substantial saving if the

primary resides in a different datacenter, but it requires all replicas to maintain

additional state and validate both read-only and read-write transactions. This is

less energy-efficient since additional compute and memory resources are needed, and

also consumes precious memory / storage bandwidth on all replicas. In contrast,

Milana clients validate read-only transactions locally, which eliminates two round

trips. For read-write transactions, once validation on a primary is complete, the

updates and prepare records can propagate to backups in any order. Since the

backups play no role in validating transactions, their only purpose is to provide fault

tolerance: validation imposes no memory or compute cost on the backups.
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In summary, TAPIRs design is suitable for a geo-replicated system, where elimi-

nating the primary saves a cross-datacenter round trip. In contrast, Milana targets

intra-datacenter storage and its approach reduces total validation costs: every trans-

action validates on a single node and not on all replicas as in TAPIR. The tradeoff is

that all read-write transactions require an extra round trip (from primary to back-

ups), but no extra messages are sent.

3.3 Evaluation

We present preliminary results for our prototype implementations of Semel and Mi-

lana. We use the Open-Channel SSD framework [18] for our SDF implementation.

In software-only mode, the framework emulates the internals of a NVMe SSD and

supports timing simulation of I/O operations. We extend the timing-only simulation

with functional emulation by adding support for storing data values and IOCTLs

that provide a get, put and erase functionality for flash blocks. We also added the

capability to specify latencies for read page, write page and erase block operations.

These operations are simulated by adding a timer interrupt in the kernel and the

request is acknowledged after the timer expires.

The performance of SDF suffers due to emulation limitations: crossing the kernel

boundary for submitting each I/O request and lack of batched interrupts for request

completion. An open-channel compatible NVMe SSD does not suffer from these lim-

itations since the NVMe standard provides user-space queues for submitting requests

and also supports batching interrupts to reduce overhead.

Experimental Setup:. We use a set of Linux virtual machines from a single Exo-

GENI [13] site for both clients and servers. The client VMs have 2 cores, clocked at

2.6 GHz and 6 GB of DRAM. The system clocks on client servers are synchronized

using PTP software timestamping or NTP. The storage server VMs have 8 cores,

clocked at 2.6 GHz and 32 GB of DRAM. The cores of all storage VMs are pinned
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to allocate from a specific NUMA zone on the host. Each storage VM is configured

with an emulated SSD, backed by 12 GB DRAM, with a hardware queue depth of

128. The SSD has a page size of 4KB and there are 32 pages in a block. A page

read, write time is 50 µs and 100 µs respectively and it takes 1 ms to erase a block.

We use Ubuntu 14.04 with kernel 4.6 on all VMs and our code is compiled using gcc

version 4.9 with -O3 flag enabled.

In all our experiments, we set the key size to 16B and a xkey, value, versiony

tuple is 512B. Although our implementation supports variable-sized keys and values,

we decided to use a fixed size for evaluation since it allows efficient packing of data.

As a flash page is 4KB in size, we employ a packing logic in the FTL that waits for up

to 1 ms (tunable) to pack data of multiple keys into a page (see Figure 3.1 for data

layout). We run each experiment for 15 minutes to ensure that garbage collection is

running in the background (for all runs with non-zero put request %).

3.3.1 Semel Evaluation

To elucidate the advantages of implementing multi-versioning within the FTL, we

implement a single-version generic FTL and a separate multi-version KV store on top

of a generic FTL. This multi-version KV layer implements its own lookup, request

handling and garbage collection logic that is separate from that of the FTL. The

multi-version layer operates at 4KB granularity and uses a log-based approach to

write data to the SSD. We refer to the single-version generic FTL as SFTL, the split

multi-version layer on top of a generic FTL as VFTL and the unified multi-version

FTL as MFTL. To ease garbage collection, SFTL, MFTL and the multi-version KV

layer in VFTL reserve 10% of available capacity for remapping data.

We first measure the throughput and latency for KV operations by emulating a

single SSD for both MFTL and VFTL. For these experiments, we populate the device

with 2 million keys and use a micro-benchmark to issue KV requests for varying get
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Table 3.1: Single SSD Multi-version FTL Performance

Get %
Throughput Average Latency (µs)

Kilo Reqs/Sec Get Put
VFTL MFTL VFTL MFTL VFTL MFTL

100 351 456 68.1 59.9

75 295 430 363.1 62.9 568.5 872.8

50 217 277 516.6 70.3 673.8 859.0

25 215 189 435.6 77.7 659.8 895.8

request percentages. Table 3.1 shows our results. As expected, MFTL delivers up to

45% higher throughput, and up to 7x lower latency compared to VFTL. For 25% get

rate, VFTL performs better since it has a lower packing delay. A key-value pair is

512B in size, thus our packing logic waits for up to 1 ms to pack data of multiple keys

(puts or remapped keys) into a page. Since VFTL has less available space compared

to MFTL (10% capacity reserved at two levels), it performs more garbage collection,

has more data (keys) to remap and therefore, incurs less packing delay. For 25% get

rate, VFTL remaps 15% more data than MFTL.

We also obtain latency and throughput of a distributed KV store, for three Semel

implementations (DRAM, MFTL, VFTL). DRAM is an in-memory solution that

uses a simple hash table to maintain versions in main memory, and implements

the same garbage collection as the others. We use 5 clients to issue asynchronous

get/put requests (queue depth: 32) to a varying number of storage server shards.

Each shard consists of 3 storage servers: 1 primary and 2 backups. The primary

of a shard is responsible for servicing client requests and replicates all put requests

before acknowledgment. These experiments again vary the fraction of get requests,

and each run is 10 mins. We present results for 3 shards (3 primaries and 6 backups)

in Table 3.2. Results for 1 and 2 shards are qualitatively similar.
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Table 3.2: Distributed Multi-version KV Store Performance

Get %
Throughput Average Latency (ms)

Kilo Reqs/Sec Get Put

DRAM

100 390 0.41

75 285 0.46 0.87

50 223 0.48 0.93

25 190 0.52 0.99

MFTL

100 297 0.55

75 202 0.51 1.64

50 118 0.76 1.88

25 91 0.84 1.99

VFTL

100 240 0.68

75 154 0.8 1.73

50 110 0.88 1.99

25 95 0.76 1.97

Table 3.3: Retwis Configuration

Transaction Type Num GETs Num PUTs Workload %

Add User 1 2 5

Follow User 2 2 10

Post Tweet 3 5 35

Get Timeline rand (1,10) 0 50

3.3.2 Milana Evaluation

We evaluate Milana by exploring the impact of multi-versioning and precise time

on transaction abort rates. Our first experiment evaluates the impact of multi-

versioning vs. using a single version FTL (MFTL vs. SFTL). We use a single VM

for this experiment to eliminate clock skew. The VM hosts a storage layer and runs

varying number of clients that issue transactions to the storage layer. We populate

the storage layer with 2 million keys. The clients run the Retwis benchmark [73] with

the transaction mix shown in Table 3.3. Each client has one outstanding transaction

and all transactions are executed sequentially. We run this experiment for varying

number of clients and to simulate key-sharing, we also vary the Retwis Contention
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Figure 3.5: Transaction abort rate for varying number of clients

parameter (α).

Figure 3.5 shows transaction abort rates versus number of clients for a single and

multi-version FTL. From the results we see that with increased key contention, a

multi-version FTL helps reduce abort rates since tardy read-only transactions are

able to read from a consistent snapshot and commit whereas these transactions are

aborted on a single-version FTL. Abort rates using VFTL are qualitatively similar

to MFTL and omitted for clarity.

To evaluate the impact of clock skew on transaction abort rates, we use 3 storage

(1 primary and 2 backups) and 5 client VMs and synchronize clocks on the client

VMs using either PTP software timestamping mode or NTP. The NTP daemon is

free to choose the best master based on NTP’s criterion (lowest jitter). We populate

the storage VMs with 2 million keys. Each client VM runs 4 independent instances of

the Retwis benchmark (20 instances in total). Each instance executes one transaction

at a time and retries an aborted transaction with the same set of keys and without

any wait.

Figure 3.6 shows transaction abort rates versus the amount of contention in the
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Figure 3.6: PTP vs. NTP: Milana Transaction Abort Rates

Retwis benchmarks using Milana with a DRAM backend, VFTL and Semel’s

MFTL. From these results we see that PTP provides superior performance for all

storage backends due to the tighter clock synchronization. For NTP the DRAM

backend incurs the highest abort rates, as expected, since the faster write time re-

quires lower clock skew across clients. VFTL also incurs slightly higher abort rates

compared to MFTL due to lower write latency (see Table 3.1). NTP shows an av-

erage skew of 1.51ms among clients, while software timestamped PTP has average

skew of 53.2 µs.

To evaluate throughput and latency, we deploy Milana over 3 shards where each

shard has 3 replicas. We populate the system with 6 million keys and ran the Retwis

workload with 75% read-only transactions (5%, 10%, 10% and 75% breakdown -

Table 3.3) for an increasing number of clients. We perform this evaluation for all 3

storage backends (DRAM, VFTL and MFTL) and also measure the impact of local

validation (LV).

Figure 3.7 shows the average transaction latency vs. throughput for the 3 stor-

age backends. From the results we see that Milana with local validation is able
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to achieve up to 55% higher throughput and 35% lower latency. Local validation

enables a Milana client to independently make a commit or abort decision for a

read only transaction, without affecting consistency. This saves two round-trip times

for validation (§ 3.2.3) and helps reduce transaction latency. These results also show

that MFTL achieves 15% higher throughput and 10% lower latency compared to

VFTL. VFTL w/ local validation achieves higher throughput than MFTL w/o local

validation, showing the importance of local validation.

3.3.3 Comparison of Local Validation Techniques

This experiment compares Centiman’s local validation approach [39] with that of

Milana. Centiman uses a watermark-based technique that allows a client to locally

validate a read-only transaction, if it read a consistent snapshot of keys with times-

tamp ă watermark. Otherwise, a Centiman client reverts to remote validation. Cen-

timan’s approach works well for low contention scenarios. But under high contention,

more key-sharing between transactions increases the probability of a read-only trans-

action reading a version younger than the watermark and failing the local validation
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check. Centiman can counteract this by faster dissemination of watermarks, but this

increases coordination overhead.

For this experiment, we use 3 storage and 5 client VMs. The storage VMs are

used for creating 3 shards, each VM stores data on SSD (MFTL). We populate

the shards with 6 million keys. To eliminate impact on throughput, we use the

same number of validators (3) with Centiman (one per shard) and these validators

run on the storage VMs. We do not use replication in Milana since Centiman’s

validators do not replicate. On each client VM, we run 6 independent instances of the

Retwis benchmark (30 instances in total) with 75% read-only transaction workload

and vary α to simulate key contention. Clients disseminate watermark after every

1,000 transactions. The clocks on client VMs are synchronized using PTP software

timestamping.

Figure 3.8 shows the results. Under low contention (α “ 0.4), Centiman achieves

a similar throughput as Milana. However, the throughput drops under increasing

contention as Centiman’s local validation check fails thereby forcing a remote valida-

tion. Centiman locally validates 89% of read-only transactions for α “ 0.4 and this
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value drops to 25% for α “ 0.8. One the other hand, Milana can perform local val-

idation for all read-only transactions and therefore achieves 20% higher throughput

under high contention settings. Both systems observe similar abort rates.

3.4 Related Work

There is a long history of work exploring distributed systems, datacenter services and

flash storage systems. This section places our work in context relative to a subset of

distributed transactional storage systems and flash-based storage systems.

There are numerous client-server distributed systems, such as key-value services;

however, many of these systems lack support for updating multiple objects atom-

ically [29, 37, 70] or restrict partitioning [12] due to the complexity of supporting

distributed transactions.

Thor [3] introduced loosely synchronized clocks for OCC and performed validation

on the storage servers. Our approach differs by maintaining multiple versions of a

key, which helps avoid conflicts between concurrent read and write transactions and

performs local validation at the client for all read-only transactions.

TAPIR [130] and Spanner [31] along with some of the differences from our work

were discussed previously. A main difference is our focus on intra-datacenter op-

eration vs. inter-datacenter. Centiman [39] uses OCC to support intra-datacenter

distributed transactions but validations are performed on a different set of servers

called validators. This helps in a multi-tenant datacenter where different applications

can have their own validators. However this approach involves increased coordina-

tion and suffers from limited availability since transactions are made durable on a

single client before they are committed. It optimizes for local validation of read only

transactions using watermarks but needs remote validation under high-contention

settings.

Other intra-datacenter systems focus on in-memory computation [93, 122, 64, 41,
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42, 110, 75]. RamCloud [110, 75] is a key-value storage system that provides exactly

once semantics like Semel and transactional semantics like Milana. However,

it does not maintain multiple versions of a key. FaRM [41, 42] is optimized for

performance over RDMA, it maintains multiple versions of an object and supports

strictly serializable distributed transactions. Neither of these systems have Milana’s

inconsistent replication.

Calvin [116] buffers transaction requests and creates a transaction schedule from

the received requests. All replicas then execute transactions deterministically using

the defined schedule. However this approach restricts the type of transactions since

it needs the read and write set of a transaction to be pre-declared in the transaction

request. Milana does not have this requirement.

Hyder [17] uses a shared-storage made up of flash chips to store data. Clients

record transactions on the flash storage and also broadcast their intent to all the

other clients, which allows clients to then determine if a transaction can commit.

The broadcast can be a scalability issue and our approach differs since we allow

clients or storage servers to scale independently and we try to minimize coordination

wherever possible.

Flash based KV stores have been proposed in prior works [10, 34, 36, 82, 88].

Other systems eliminate the FTL indirection [88, 58, 131, 62, 111]. Each of these

systems has some aspects included in Semel; however Semel differs from these

works by maintaining multiple versions of a key and providing transactional se-

mantics for updating multiple keys. Previous systems that maintain multiple ver-

sions [113, 124, 123] require a snapshot activation to access prior versions. Several

studies [88, 101, 100, 62, 112, 22, 132, 27] propose a cooperative hardware and soft-

ware based approach to exploit the performance of non-volatile memories. Semel

and Milana leverage the functionalities accorded by these designs.
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3.5 Summary

This chapter presents a distributed transactional key-value storage system (called

Milana) as a layer above a durable multi-version key-value store (called Semel)

for read-heavy workloads within a datacenter. Both systems exploit precise syn-

chronized clocks and software-defined flash to simplify protocols and remove layers

of abstraction. Semel exploits precise synchronized clocks to relax the ordering

constraint in primary-backup replication protocols, and uses software-defined flash

to exploit remap-on-write behavior of SSDs to maintain a time-ordered sequence of

versions for each key efficiently and durably. Milana adds a variant of optimistic

concurrency control above Semel’s API to service read requests from a consistent

snapshot and to enable clients to make fast local commit or abort decisions for read-

only transactions.

Evaluations of our prototype implementations reveal that Semel achieves 20%-

50% higher IOPs than a traditional separate version and flash management approach.

Furthermore, by using PTP, Milana reduces abort rates by up to 43% over NTP

for transactions with high-contention, due to the tighter clock synchronization across

servers. We also demonstrate that Milana’s use of local client validation reduces

latency by 35% and increases throughput by 55%.
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4

Kairos

This chapter proposes a new approach to inter-transaction caching and concurrency

validation for scalable low-latency stores. Client caching of active data is standard

in client-server transactional stores since Thor [3]. While intra-transaction caching is

trivial with concurrency control for serializable transactions, Thor and later systems

that support inter-transaction caching typically use explicit invalidation to keep client

caches consistent across transaction boundaries. This approach is similar to network

file systems and other client-server storage systems using classical callback leases [54]

(see See 4.1). However, explicit invalidation introduces substantial cost for high-

performance stores with fine-grained concurrency control, such as transactional stores

in the datacenter (Section 4.4). It also complicates the implementation. As a result,

many recent transactional key-value stores do not address inter-transaction caching

at all [31, 116, 41, 75, 39, 130, 92].

Full support for caching is important for performance, particularly under read-

dominated workloads. Several recent works emphasize the importance of caching

for datacenter services. For example, auto-sharding systems (load balancers) like

Slicer [4] seek to bound the spread of requests to each data item across application
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servers, and show substantial improvements to cache effectiveness. (This idea is a

form of locality-aware request distribution [102].) NetCache [61] embeds caching of

hot data into the network to reduce hotspots caused by skewed power-law popularity

distributions, which are common in standard workloads [30, 11]. However, NetCache

does not provide transactional semantics. It is an open question how best to obtain

the benefits of client caching with transactions (Section 4.5.)

This chapter presents Kairos1, a transactional key-value store that supports

inter-transaction caching without explicit invalidations and sharded transaction vali-

dation. Kairos builds on the approach of Milana [92] by using precise synchronized

clocks [60, 31, 53, 76] to enable physical time-based consistency integrated with

transactional concurrency control and adds support for inter-transaction caching

and sharded validation

Kairos is a client-server transaction system that implements transactional seri-

alizability using optimistic concurrency control (OCC [68]) based on physical clocks,

a technique pioneered by Thor [3]. Kairos leverages sharded validation from Centi-

man [39] to decouple transaction validation from the servers, so that validation scales

independently of the storage tier. Kairos adapts this sharded validation to support

inter-transaction caching (see §4.3.6), without the cost of explicit invalidation.2

Precise synchronized clocks also enable a simple, stateless, time-to-live (TTL) pro-

tocol for cache consistency in Kairos. Storage servers in Kairos hand out leases to

cache popular keys in the usual fashion. We refer to Kairos leases as “soft” because

the lease manager need not track leases or send invalidations (callbacks), although

it may do so as an optimization for write-heavy keys3 Instead, cache consistency in

1 Kairos means “appropriate time” in Greek

2 It is important to distinguish two similar terms that are independent: validation refers to a step
of optimistic concurrency control that occurs when a client transaction prepares to commit, while
invalidation refers to a server callback to flush a stale value from a client cache.

3 Called tear-off blocks in a hardware coherence protocol [74].
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Kairos is based on low-cost self-invalidation [74] when the lease expires. With soft

leases, a client may read stale data from its cache with some probability; Kairos

uses OCC validation as a fallback to restart any transaction that reads stale data.

The central challenge for this approach is to set lease times to balance the hit ratio

with the cost of stale reads. Kairos servers use the observed inter-access (read and

write) times of popular keys to adapt lease durations dynamically (see §4.2.3) for

each key to optimize this tradeoff according to an analytical model. The classic pa-

per on lease-based consistency [54] suggested adapting lease times based on access

parameters and an analytical model, but we are not aware of any work that develops

this idea

Evaluation of a Kairos prototype under a YCSB workload [30] reveals that inter-

transaction caching alone improves throughput by 1.86x relative to a baseline sys-

tem with only intra-transaction caching; adding sharded validation further improves

throughput by a factor of 2.28 under a workload with a hotspot that saturates a stor-

age primary. Furthermore, our evaluation shows that lease-based inter-transaction

caching can operate at a 62.5% higher scale while providing 1.55x the throughput of

classical callback leases (explicit invalidation) in workloads with hot keys.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 covers background.

Section 4.2 presents caching with leases in Kairos. We present the design of Kairos

in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 presents results from a prototype of Kairos. We discuss

the related work in Section 4.5. Finally, we summarize in Section 4.6.

4.1 Background

This section describes how Kairos leverages precise clocks for cache consistency.

Cache consistency. Many storage systems implement cache consistency using clas-

sical callback leases [54]. A server S grants a lease to a client C to cache an object

O and records the lease. If S receives a request to update O from another client, it
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retrieves its record of C’s lease, sends C a callback on the lease, and waits for a reply

(synchronous) before processing the update. Each lease is valid for a duration (term)

chosen by the server: a lease specifies a timestamp after which the lease expires. C

considers its cached copy of O to be stale when its lease expires. In a network file

system (e.g., [86] or NFSv4) the lease terms may be tens of seconds.

The key observation underlying cache consistency with dynamic self-invalidation

in Kairos is that OCC frees the server from the need to send callbacks. If the lease

term is “short enough”, then the client marks its copy of O as stale (self-invalidates)

before another client updates O. If the lease term is “too long”, then any client

transaction that reads the stale data fails the OCC validation checks and is aborted.

The ideal term is one that allows the lease holder (client) to cache the data long

enough to reap some cache hits, and then self-invalidate before it reads stale data.

Kairos servers adapt the lease terms for popular keys in a dynamic way according to

an analytical model that considers the key reference frequency and read/write ratio

(see §4.2). Dynamic self-invalidation offers lightweight cache consistency without the

server overhead to maintain state records and without the network cost and latency

of callbacks. The key challenge is for a system to choose lease terms close to the

ideal, as measured by the rates of fresh hits and aborts due to stale reads.

Precise self-invalidation. Kairos meets this challenge by using precise clocks to

timestamp transaction operations and to set lease terms. With advances in network

technology, the one-way network latency (tnetwork) is ă 10 µs [53]. Storage latencies

for stores based on DRAM, NVMs, or SSDs are on similar scales. Therefore, the inter-

access times to objects in a transaction can also be in the µs range. Consequently,

ideal lease durations may reflect similar time scales.

In this scenario, clock skew becomes a critical issue for lease-based self-invalidation.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the impact of clock skew on a lease duration perceived by a

client. A client with a lagging clock may perceive the lease expiration time as fur-
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Figure 4.1: Impact of clock skew, ε ąą tnetwork with NTP

ther in the future, so it holds the lease for longer, which increases the probability

of reading stale data; similarly, if the client has a leading clock, it expires the lease

early, compromising its hit rate.

In the standard Network Time Protocol (NTP), pairs of hosts synchronize their

clocks with messages, yielding clock skew ε ąą tnetwork because queuing delays (on

servers and within the network) impact the messaging time. The PTP standard

avoids this drawback by assigning timestamps to packets on a server NIC and us-

ing “transparent” switches which record the ingress and egress time of each clock

synchronization packet to account for queuing latencies accurately. As a result PTP

yields ε ď tnetwork.

4.2 Inter-Transaction Caching

This section describes lease-based caching (Section 4.2.1), compares it with other

techniques (Section 4.2.2) and presents an analytical model to calculate ideal lease

duration (Section 4.2.3).
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4.2.1 Self-Invalidation with Soft Leases

In lease-based caching, storage servers hand out leases for caching keys on clients.

A lease for a key allows a client to cache and read the key from its local cache until

lease expiration, without requiring any remote communication with the server.

Kairos calculates lease duration (term) for a key K based on the observed inter-

access (read and write) times of K. We expect that updates to K are independent

rather than arriving at regular intervals (although this may occur in some scenarios).

Therefore, the inter-arrival times follow a probability distribution (e.g., exponential)

(Section 4.2.3). Any chosen lease duration for K leaves some probability that an

update to K arrives before the lease expires. In this case, the value is still active on

one or more client caches, leaving a window for a client to read a stale value for K.

Stale hits impact forward progress and lead to lower transaction commit rates.

Kairos approximates an ideal term for each lease (Section 4.2.3). The ideal lease

duration maximizes the expected number of fresh hits and minimizes stale hits.

4.2.2 Comparison of Caching Techniques

Here we use an example to describe the impact of leases on client cache consistency

and set our approach in context with other caching techniques: 1) näıve caching,

and 2) explicit invalidation (EI).

Assumptions. We assume look-through client-side caches [80] in the example. All

read requests in a transaction are first queried in the cache and hits are serviced

immediately. On a miss, the data is fetched from the server and stored in the cache.

The design choice to have look-through caches has minimal latency impact because

caches are local to the client and no remote communication is involved in querying

a cache.

Motivating example. Figure 4.2 shows the timeline of operations on a key K. K

is brought into cache C1 at time t1 by transaction T1, which successfully commits
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Timeline of Key K → 

[t7, tnaiveInv) - stale window w/ naive caching 
[t7, texplicitInv) - stale window w/ EI caching 
[t7, tselfInv) - stale window w/ lease-based caching

T1 reads K from C1 
(miss: insert K)

t1

T3 abort: discard K 

from C1

T2 writes K 
(not visible to C1)

t7 tnaiveInv

Tx: Transaction x 
Cx: Cache x 
tx: time x 

T3 … Tx: read K 

 from C1 (stale)

EI: discard K 
from C1

texplicitInv

SI: discard K 
from C1

tselfInv

lease duration

EI duration

Txn duration

Figure 4.2: Impact on client cache consistency with various caching techniques

soon after (not shown). At time t7, another transaction T2 commits and updates K

from a different client (not visible to C1), creating a new version and rendering the

cached copy in C1 stale; any transaction that reads K from C1 after t7 reads a stale

value and aborts at validation time.

The stale window is the interval from t7 to the time C1 discards K. This window

determines the number of stale hits and the abort rates. Next we consider the stale

window with different caching techniques.

Näıve caching. Näıve caching serves as a baseline straw man. In this approach, a

client caches aggressively and discards a cached key only when it learns of a stale read

by a local transaction that fails validation. Inter-transaction caching in Sundial [129]

is similar to näıve caching (Section 4.5).

Figure 4.2 shows the consistency challenge with näıve caching: a value is deter-

mined to be stale only after the first transaction to read the stale value completes (T3

in the figure). In other words, the stale window with näıve caching is proportional to

the length of a transaction; longer transactions result in more stale hits and higher

transaction abort rates.
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Explicit Invalidation (EI). In EI caching, servers track sharers (client caches) that

cache a copy of a key K and send an invalidation request (callback) to all sharers on

each update to K; a sharer cache discards K when it receives the callback (and the

value is re-fetched from the server on the next cache miss for K). Classical leases [54]

and Thor [3] use EI to maintain client cache consistency.

Figure 4.2 shows the stale window with EI caching. Key K is updated at time

t7 and C1 discards K when it receives the server’s callback at texplicitInv. Thus, the

stale window is [t7, texplicitInv). The length of this window is generally the one-

way network latency between a server and the client; however, it may be longer if

the callback encounters queuing delays. Therefore, any resource constraints (e.g.,

network bandwidth, CPU cycles) on servers or even the clients can impact the stale

window.

Lease-based caching. Figure 4.2 shows the stale window with self-invalidating

leases. Key K is updated at time t7 and C1 discards K when the lease expires at

tselfInv. Lease-based caching does not suffer from the drawbacks of näıve caching as

the stale window is bounded by the lease end time and is independent of the length

of transactions. Moreover, resource constraints do not affect the the stale window

nor does the technique require servers to track sharers or send callbacks. Therefore,

lease-based caching does not suffer from the drawbacks of EI caching. However, it

is sensitive to clock skew. A leading clock causes the lease to expire sooner and a

lagging clock extends the stale window and increases abort risk.

4.2.3 Ideal Lease Duration for a Key

The lease duration of a key impacts the stale and overall (fresh + stale) hit rate.

Shorter leases incur fewer stale hits but may also reduce the overall cache hit rate.

On the other hand, longer leases yield higher overall hit rates but increase the abort

rate due to stale hits.
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To select the ideal lease duration, we choose a term that maximizes the expected

number of fresh hits. A more sophisticated solution might consider the weighted cost

of transaction aborts due to stale hits in order to choose a suitable level of risk to

balance the reward. We leave that evaluation to future work.

Arrival rate model for a key. To approximate the ideal lease duration, we need

a model of the arrival rate of accesses (read and write) for key K. We use a Poisson

process to model independent requests for K. Poisson is a standard stochastic pro-

cess for independent arrivals, and is used in popular key-value storage benchmarks

(e.g., YCSB [30], Retwis [73], TPC-C [78]) [26, 126, 105, 107]. In these benchmarks,

each client processes transaction arrivals at a configured transaction arrival rate (λ).

Transactions access keys sequentially according to configured logical relationships

among keys, e.g., checking the status of an order in TPC-C. However, the decision

to access a given key (or set) is independent for each transaction and has no correla-

tion with the access. The inter-arrival times in a Poisson process are exponentially

distributed and the mean inter-arrival time is λ´1 [118].

Thus λ for a given key K depends on its relative popularity, which is typically

modeled as a power law distribution [30, 11]. The rate of reads and writes for K

depends on its read/write ratio, which may vary across keys.

Calculating fresh hit rate. In practice, a server needs two parameters to evaluate

a candidate lease duration for K. Figure 4.3 illustrates these parameters. First, the

global write arrival rate (λglobalwrite ) of K is needed because a write from any client causes

all cached copies to become stale. Second, the per cache mean read inter-arrival time

(Rcache
mean) of K allows the server to compute the expected per cache fresh hit rate for

K. The global read and write arrival rate for K is the sum of the read and write

rates for K across all caches. Clients may observe these values directly and report

them to the server.

A server approximates the ideal lease term for K by generating candidate terms
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Figure 4.3: Arrival rates and inter-access times for a key

and evaluating their expected effectiveness. Each lease duration d has an expected

number of hits within d (given by Equation 4.1), and a probability of inter-update

time being less/greater than d. If W is an exponentially distributed random variable

that models the inter-write times of K, then the probability that no update arrives

within d is given by Equation 4.2.

ErHitspdqs “
d

Rcache
mean

(4.1)

PrpW ą dq “ e´λ
global
writeˆd (4.2)

PrpW ď dq “ 1´ PrpW ą dq

“ 1´ e´λ
global
writeˆd

(4.3)

Equation 4.3 gives the probability of an update arriving within d, i.e., an update

arriving while a lease is still active. We call a lease period in which an update arrives

a stale lease period. However, even within a stale lease period, any cache hits that

occur before the update are still fresh. Figure 4.4 shows the example of a stale lease

period and the fresh hit duration (dfresh) within the stale lease period. Equation 4.4
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Figure 4.4: Fresh hit duration (dfresh) in a stale lease period

gives the expected value of dfresh in a stale lease period, where λ = λglobalwrite . We use

relative times to simplify the equation, i.e., we assume without loss of generality that

the stale lease period starts at 0 and ends at d.

The fresh hit rate for a lease duration d is the weighted sum of the expected hit

rate in a lease period with no update (all hits are fresh) and the expected fresh hit

rate in a stale lease period. A server calculates the fresh hit rate using Equation 4.5.

Each component is multiplied by the probability that any given lease period is a

stale lease period (i.e., an update occurs during the lease term). The denominator

is the expected number of cache hits in lease duration d plus the first read miss that

fetches the data into the cache. Finally, equation 4.6 gives the stale hit rate for a

lease duration d. Stale hits occur only in stale lease periods; within such periods,

the expected number of stale hits is the number of reads in duration (d - dfresh).
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Erdfresh|0 ď dfresh ă ds “

şd

0
λxe´λxdx

şd

0
λe´λxdx

“
1´ pλd` 1qe´λd

λp1´ e´λdq

(4.4)

FreshHitRatepdq “ pPrpW ą dq ˆHitRatepdqq

` pPrpW ď dq ˆHitRatepdfreshqq

HitRatepdxq “
ErHitspdxqs

ErHitspdqs ` 1
, dx = d or dfresh

(4.5)

StaleRatepdq “ PrpW ď dq
ErHitspd´ dfreshqs

ErHitspdqs ` 1
(4.6)

Finding ideal lease duration. To illustrate, Figure 4.5 shows the fresh hit rate

for varying lease durations for a key with Rcache
mean = 1 ms and W global

mean = 19 ms. It

also shows prediction accuracy by comparing predictions using Equation 4.5 with

results from a Monte Carlo simulation. The simulator takes Rcache
mean, W global

mean and a
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Algorithm 3 Find ideal lease duration

1: procedure find ideal lease duration(Rcache
mean, λglobalwrite )

2: bestLeaseDuration = 0
3: bestFreshHitRate = 0
4: expectedHitsPerLease = 1
5: while true do
6: leaseDuration = expectedHitsPerLease ˆ Rcache

mean

7: freshHitRate = get fresh hit rate(leaseDuration, Rcache
mean, λglobalwrite )

8: if freshHitRate ă bestFreshHitRate then
9: break Ź Stop searching

10: end if
11: bestFreshHitRate = freshHitRate
12: bestLeaseDuration = leaseDuration
13: expectedHitsPerLease += 1 Ź Increase lease duration
14: end while
15: return {bestLeaseDuration, bestFreshHitRate}
16: end procedure

candidate lease duration as the input, and generates read and write arrivals from an

exponential distribution with the specified inter-arrival times. Data is cached for the

lease duration after each miss; the read arrival times are used to determine if a read is

a cache hit, and write arrival times are used to determine whether a hit is fresh. We

simulate 10M accesses for each lease duration. As seen from the figure, the predicted

values are always optimistic, and the average difference with the simulation results

is 1.4%.

The trend from figure 4.5 shows that the overall hit rate (fresh + stale hits)

increases with the lease duration (d); the fresh hit rate increases initially, hits a

peak, which is the ideal value for d, and any subsequent increase in d only increases

the number of stale hits and therefore the fresh hit rate starts to drop. We use this

trend to design a simple gradient algorithm to find the ideal lease duration for a key

K (Algorithm 3). The algorithm takes the per-cache mean inter-read time and the

global write rate of K and returns the ideal lease duration and highest fresh hit rate.

Other possible considerations (e.g., minimum fresh hit rate, maximum stale rate) are

left to future work.
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Figure 4.6: Kairos architecture

4.3 Kairos: A Transactional Key-Value Storage System

This section presents Kairos, a transactional key-value storage system that lever-

ages inter-transaction caching and sharded validation to improve performance and

alleviate workload-induced hotspots.

4.3.1 System Architecture

Figure 4.6 shows the architecture of Kairos. The Kairos design targets an intra-

data center client/server storage model. Data is stored on DRAM, NVM or SSDs

on the storage servers. The key space is sharded across the storage servers, and

each shard is replicated for availability and fault tolerance. Applications run on

one or more multi-tenant client servers. A frontend load balancer (e.g., Slicer [4])

distributes user transactions across application instances on different client servers,

while balancing load or exploiting any locality of accesses.
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Kairos allows lease-based inter-transaction caching on the client. Storage servers

hand out leases for caching frequently-read keys and a cached key is self-invalidated

by client caches on lease expiration. Lease durations provide probabilistic guarantees

of staleness, a key may be updated while a lease is still active and cause stale hits

on caches, but system safety is not compromised because the transaction protocol

aborts all transactions that read stale data. Kairos servers predict the ideal lease

durations based on the inter-access (read and write) times of keys (§ 4.2.3).

Kairos uses optimistic concurrency control (OCC [68]) adapted to a client/server

setting [3] to support serializable ACID transactions. OCC enhances concurrency by

allowing transactions to access data without acquiring any locks and validation checks

are performed before a transaction commits to detect any conflicts. A transaction

validation request consists of a commit timestamp, and a read and write set of keys

accessed by the transaction. The read set consists of version timestamps of all the

keys read in the transaction, and the write set contains the keys the transaction

intends to write to. Validation of transactions in OCC is typically performed on

the storage servers [3, 130, 92]. However, Kairos offloads the validation workload

to client-side validators, and the storage servers are involved in a backup validation

path when the validators do not have the requisite state to validate a transaction.

Figure 4.6 shows the state maintained on a client cache and validator. Each

client cache in Kairos operates independently and popular data may be repli-

cated across caches. Each key in a client cache is associated with a value, ver-

sion timestamp (tsversion), lease end time (tsleaseEndT ime) and freshness timestamp

(tsfreshness). tsversion is the commit timestamp of the transaction that wrote the ver-

sion, tsleaseEndT ime indicates the time at which the entry will be self-invalidated from

the cache and tsfreshness indicates the latest timestamp for which the client knows

that the cached version is fresh i.e., there are no superseding writes with timestamp

t in the interval ptsversion, tsfreshnesss (Section 4.3.2).
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Algorithm 4 Processing phase of a transaction T . For brevity, we use tsversion = vts,
tsleaseEndT ime = lts, tsfreshness = fts

1: procedure read(T, key)
2: if key P T.writeSet then
3: return T.writeSet[key].value
4: else if key P T.readSet then
5: return T.readSet[key].value
6: else
7: if key R Cache or Cache[key].lts ă tcurrent then
8: Cache[key].{value, vts, lts} = get from server(key)

9: Cache[key].fts = max(Cache[key].vts, tsglobalwatermark)
10: end if
11: T.readSet[key].{value, vts, fts} = Cache[key].{value, vts, fts}
12: return T.readSet[key].value
13: end if
14: end procedure

15: procedure write(T, key, value)
16: T.writeSet[key].value = value
17: end procedure

Key ownerships are distributed across client-side validators. A validator main-

tains a latest read timestamp (tslatestRead), a preparedWrite flag, a latest committed

timestamp (tslatestCommitted) and a list of version timestamps for each key that it owns

and is responsible for validating. tslatestRead indicates the highest commit timestamp

of a transaction that read the key, preparedWrite indicates if there is a successfully

validated but uncommitted transaction and tslatestCommitted is the commit timestamp

of the last transaction that wrote the key.

In addition, each validator maintains a garbage collection threshold timestamp

tsGC and discards all key versions older than tsGC . tsGC indicates that the validator

has sufficient state to validate all transactions with freshness timestamps ě tsGC

(Section 4.3.4).

4.3.2 Transaction Protocol

Kairos executes transactions in a similar manner to other client-server storage sys-

tems with OCC [3, 130, 39]. Algorithm 4 shows how a transaction T ’s reads and
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write requests are handled during the processing phase of T . For a read request, a

value is returned if the key exists in T ’s write or read set. Otherwise, the transaction

checks the local cache for the key. On a cache miss, the read request is sent to the

remote server and the returned data is placed in the local cache; the server returns

the value, tsversion and tsleaseEndT ime. The tsfreshness value of a cached key is set

to the max of the timestamp of the returned version and the client’s view of the

global watermark, i.e., tsfreshness “ maxptsversion, ts
global
watermarkq; Kairos guarantees

that no writes older than tsglobalwatermark will occur in the system (§4.3.4 describes wa-

termarks in greater detail). For each key read in the transaction, the read set tracks

its value, tsversion and tsfreshness. All transaction writes during the processing phase

are buffered and made visible only after a transaction commits, as is typical in OCC.

The processing phase finishes when the application invokes commit transaction.

Before initiating the commit process, the client assigns a freshness and commit times-

tamp to the transaction T . The freshness timestamp of a transaction (Tfreshness) is

the minimum freshness timestamp from all keys in the read set, i.e., Tfreshness “

min
keyPreadSet

key.fts. The commit timestamp (Tcommit) depends on the type of transac-

tion (read-only or read-write); for a read-only transaction, the commit timestamp is

max freshness timestamp from all keys in the read set i.e., Tcommit “ max
keyPreadSet

key.fts

and for a read-write transaction, Tcommit “ tcurrent, where tcurrent is the current time

on the client. After assigning the timestamps, the client initiates and acts as the co-

ordinator in the the two-phase commit (2PC) protocol; the 2PC participants include

the storage servers and validators for all keys in either set. The validation decisions

of transactions are logged on the client.
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Algorithm 5 Validation Algorithm

1: procedure validate(txn)
2: if txn.freshness ă tsGC then
3: return ABORT Ź Not enough state to validate
4: end if
5: for each (key, version) P txn.readSet do
6: if key.preparedWrite then
7: return ABORT
8: else if key.latestCommitted ‰ version then
9: return ABORT

10: end if
11: end for
12: newVersion = txn.commitTimestamp
13: for each (key, version) P txn.writeSet do
14: if key.preparedWrite then
15: return ABORT
16: else if key.latestRead ě newVersion then
17: return ABORT
18: else if key.latestCommitted ě newVersion then
19: return ABORT
20: end if
21: end for
22: return COMMIT
23: end procedure

4.3.3 Transaction Validation

Algorithm 5 shows the validation algorithm used by the sharded client-side validators

in Kairos. A validator simply aborts a transaction T if Tfreshness ă tsGC because

it does not have state to validate T as it discards versions behind tsGC . Tfreshness

provides a time bound on the oldest key read by T from its client cache; T can be

validated only if Tfreshness ě tsGC because if T read any stale data from its cache, i.e.,

it missed a superseding write w, then w’s timestamp must be later than Tfreshness,

and if Tfreshness ě tsGC then the validator must remember w, and the validator

aborts T.

Validation of read-only transactions is same as in other OCC-based systems [3,

130, 39, 75], below we describe our protocol for validating read-write transactions.

Read-write transaction. Figure 4.7 shows an example of the distributed two

phase commit (2PC) protocol used to commit read-write transactions, with the client

acting as the coordinator. The key difference is that in phase 1 of 2PC, a client
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(coordinator) sends, in parallel, a validate request to the participant validators and

a replicate request to primaries of participant storage shards. Replicate requests are

quorum replicated before a primary of a storage shard returns a response. A client

accumulates all validate and replicate responses before starting phase 2 of 2PC. A

transaction decision is COMMIT only if all validators respond with a COMMIT

during phase 1, otherwise the decision is to ABORT. In phase 2, a client informs the

transaction decision to the application and all participant validators and primaries

of storage shards.

Although not shown in the algorithm, after successful validation of a read-only or

read-write transaction, a validator sets key.latestRead = txn.commitT imestamp for

all validated keys in the read set and key.preparedWrite = true for all keys in the

write set of the transaction. A validator resets key.preparedWrite on receiving the
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transaction decision during 2nd phase of 2PC and also updates key.latestCommitted

for a COMMIT decision.

4.3.4 Watermarks and Version Management

Kairos uses watermarks [39] for version management on storage servers and valida-

tors. Each client c in Kairos maintains a watermark timestamp tscwatermark. The

meaning of tscwatermark is that every transaction associated with c with commit times-

tamp t ď tscwatermark has already completed. A client also caches the watermarks of

other clients in the system; the cached information must be refreshed periodically,

for example using gossip protocol [38]. Each client computes a global watermark

using the individual watermarks of clients in the system. Let C be the set of all

clients in the system, then the global watermark is tsglobalwatermark = min
cPC

tscwatermark. By

construction, any transaction with commit timestamp t ď tsglobalwatermark has already

completed.

Clients use tsglobalwatermark to assign a freshness timestamp to newly cached keys (see

Algorithm 4). Let cfreshness be the minimum freshness timestamp from all cached

keys in a client. The meaning of cfreshness is that the oldest cached value in a client

is known to be fresh as of cfreshness. In other words, the client may have missed

writes to cached keys with timestamp ą cfreshness, but knows about all writes with

timestamps ă cfreshness.

Each client periodically broadcasts cfreshness to all storage servers and validators

in the system. In turn, the validators and storage servers use the individual cfreshness

value to calculate a garbage collection timestamp tsGC , where tsGC = min
cPC

cfreshness.

Versions with timestamps ď tsGC can be safely discarded by the storage servers and

validators since there can be no transactions with freshness timestamps ă tsGC .
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4.3.5 Recovery

Prior work [3, 92] describes recovering from client or storage shard failures. Here, we

describe how to recover from validator failures.

Validator Failure. If a participant validator fails during 2PC then the correspond-

ing storage shards take the responsibility of validating transactions for keys owned by

the validator. The primaries of storage shards can validate all outstanding read-only

transactions but might not have enough state to validate read-write transactions.

Specifically, the primary may not have the correct tspreparedRead for a key since

there might be a read-only transaction that updated this field on the failed validator

but the storage shard did not receive any request for this transaction. Validating

any read-write transaction without these values can violate serializability. Consider

the following scenario: a read-only transaction Ta read key K and was successfully

committed with a timestamp t2. Now the validator for key K fails, and the pri-

mary allows a read-write transaction Tb to commit that creates a new version of K

with timestamp t1 (t0 ă t1 ď t2). This violates serializability because Ta (already

committed) should have read Tb’s write.

Kairos uses leases to avoid this scenario. A validator in Kairos obtains a pe-

riodically renewed lease from storage shards (from at least f+1 replicas within each

shard) to validate transactions with an commit timestamp ă tlease. The primary

waits for its local clock to advance past tlease before servicing read-write transaction

requests for its shard. All outstanding read-write transactions with commit times-

tamps ă tlease can be either aborted or proposed to commit at a timestamp ą tlease.

In all failure scenarios (client, primary, backup replica or some combination of the

three) a decision can be made on any outstanding transaction and service can be

resumed as long as a majority of replicas (f ` 1) of all shards are available.
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4.3.6 Comparison with Centiman

There are some similarities between Kairos and Centiman [39]. Kairos follows

Centiman in decoupling validation from storage servers, so that validation scales

independently of the storage tier. Like Centiman, Kairos also maintains multiple

versions of (key, version) pairs on the sharded validators for providing transactional

serializability. Finally, both Kairos and Centiman use watermarks for version man-

agement; watermarks are used for calculating a garbage collection timestamp (tsGC)

and versions with timestamp ă tsGC are discarded.

However, Centiman keeps tsGC « ts
global
watermark (global watermark) to minimize state

on validators as transactions always read fresh values from storage servers during

execution as there is no inter-transaction caching. In contrast, Kairos aims at

keeping tsGC ăă tsglobalwatermark to maximize state on validators, which in turn enables

inter-transaction caching on the clients. In Kairos, a validator cannot validate

a transaction T if T.freshness ă tsGC (see §4.3.3) because it does not know of

all writes that are pertinent to T , that T might have missed due to stale cache

reads, since the validator discards versions behind tsGC . Therefore, keeping tsGC ăă

tsglobalwatermark enables Kairos to validate transactions that read “old” data out of the

cache. Crucially, it also enables Kairos to use validation as a “fallback” for cache

consistency: it is safe for T to read stale data without violating consistency because

a validator will abort T .

4.4 Evaluation

This section presents results from our prototype implementation of Kairos running

in an Azure cluster.

Implementation. We implemented caching on top of Milana, with local validation

disabled (Section 6.2 describes a technique for combining inter-transaction caching
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with local validation of read-only transactions; is left for future directions to explore).

To elucidate the advantages of lease-based caching, we also implemented the two

other caching techniques discussed previously: näıve and explicit invalidation-based

caching. Based on the cache configuration, servers in our system either hand out

leases or track sharers and send invalidations after a read-write transaction commits;

in näıve caching, servers hand out lease durations longer than the running time of

our experiments, so cache management only occurs based on transaction decisions.

To compare the impact of different caching techniques in isolation, we fix the set

of keys that can be cached in all cache configurations. This enables us to evaluate

performance across all configurations while caching the same set of keys, with same

access patterns; the keys are pre-computed using a top-k algorithm [24, 90]. For

lease-based caching, servers track the mean inter-write time and client caches track

the per-cache mean inter-read time of the top-k keys. A client cache periodically

piggybacks the mean inter-read time for a key with a get request and the servers use

this value along with its view of the global mean inter-write time to calculate ideal

lease duration (see Algorithm 3). Our prototype assumes uniform access distribution

across all client caches.

Finally, we implement a validator for sharded validation and make the necessary

changes on servers for the modified 2PC protocol with sharded validation.

Experimental setup. We run all experiments on Microsoft Azure D4s.v3 nodes

with 4 vCPUs, 16 GB of RAM and a high performance network. All experiments

use 5 storage shards and up to 15 clients. Each shard has 1 primary and 2 backups;

data is stored on DRAM. We co-locate the application and validators on a subset

of the clients. The system clocks on all VMs are synchronized using PTP software

timestamping mode. The average clock skew between VMs and one-way network

latency is 400 µs and 500 µs, respectively.

Workload. We use a variant of YCSB [30] to model a social network application
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where the data of popular users is read more often and users have different rate of

posting updates. The workload models this behavior by using different zipfian distri-

bution coefficients for controlling popularity of keys in read-only (αr) and read-write

(αrw) transactions. By default, αr = 0.99, αrw = 0.75 and 90% of transactions are

read-only. We evaluate the impact of varying αr and the rate of read-only transac-

tions. Each transaction accesses 4 keys. We populate the system with 20M keys;

each key is 16B in size and a value is 1KB.

4.4.1 Inter-Transaction Caching

This section evaluates impact of inter-transaction caching alone. We use the YCSB

workload with default configuration for all experiments in this section. By default, we

use 6 clients in each experiment; each client executes 4M transactions at a default

rate of 5k transactions/sec. Transaction validation occurs on the storage servers

for all experiments presented in this subsection. We present results with sharded

validation in Section 4.4.2.

First, we evaluate the sensitivity to cache configurations.

Impact of cache size. Figure 4.8 shows the hit rate for varying cache size (% of

total dataset size). Clients use a näıve caching approach in which cache consistency

decisions are made based on transaction validation decisions; we observe similar

trends with other caching techniques. As seen from the figure, initially the hit rate

increases rapidly with the cache size, and plateaus after cache size = 0.1% of the total

dataset size. Subsequently, the hit rate only increases by 1.4% even after doubling

the cache size from 0.1% to 0.2%. Based on these results, we use a cache size of 0.1%

of the total dataset size in all subsequent experiments.

Impact of using ideal lease duration. This experiment compares our ideal

lease calculation technique with a static approach where leases are based on a fixed

probability of an update arriving while a lease is still active. Figure 4.9 shows
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how lease duration and the fresh hit rate for a duration varies for different lease

calculation strategies. In the graph, x in P pxq corresponds to the probability of an

update arriving within a lease duration d, i.e., Pr(W ď d) = x. The value of d is

proportional to x, higher values of x lead to higher values of d. Note that x in P(x)

is not the stale rate. In this experiment, for each key, we find the highest possible

value of d that still satisfies the constraint set by the choice of x. The figure shows

that ideal gives the highest fresh hit rate, with P(0.26).

Figure 4.10 shows the transaction commit rates with the various lease calculation

strategies. Lease durations across all cached keys vary between 4 ms and 5 secs. As

seen from the figure, the overall transaction commit rates drop with increasing values

of x in P(x); ideal is able to achieve a commit rate within 1.4% of the commit rate

of P p0.1q, while delivering a 6% higher fresh hit rate compared to P(0.1) (not shown

in figure). These results show the trade-off between fresh hit rate and commit rate

and necessitate finding a duration that maximizes fresh hit rate without sacrificing

much on commit rate. Our ideal technique is able to achieve this goal through an

analytical model (see §4.2.3), without a need for experimentally finding the best lease

that give highest fresh hit rate.

Next, we compare our lease-based technique with näıve and explicit invalidation-

based (EI) caching. Inter-transaction caching in Sundial [129] is similar to näıve

caching and Thor [3] uses EI for cache consistency. Transaction validation occurs on

the storage servers with all caching techniques.

Impact of offered load on performance. This experiment evaluates the im-

pact of increasing offered load on performance with the different caching techniques.

Figure 4.11 shows the commit rates with each technique for increasing offered load.

There are two take aways from the figure. First, näıve caching performs worst as

cache management is done only based on transaction decisions with this technique.

Second, EI caching performs better than our lease-based technique at lower loads
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Figure 4.12: Normalized average server latency

but the commit rates with EI caching drop steadily as load is increased and there

is a cross-over point at offered load of 42k transactions/sec after which lease-based

caching technique offers better commit rates. The system (CPU on most loaded

server) saturates at offered load of 54k requests/sec, irrespective of the caching tech-

nique.

Increasing load has a greater impact on EI caching because its stale window is
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impacted by queuing delays (Section 4.2.2). Figure 4.12 show the request processing

latencies on the most loaded server with EI and lease-based caching. The values in

the figure are normalized to the the latency for 6k transactions/sec with EI caching.

Impact on scalability. Here we evaluate the scalability impact of EI and lease-

based caching, while keeping the offered load fixed at 48k transactions/sec (below

the saturation point as seen from Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.13 shows the throughput with each technique for increasing number of

clients (and caches). The system with EI caching is only able to support 8 clients

before performance (throughput and latency) starts to degrade dramatically. Fig-

ure 4.14 (notice log scale on y-axis) shows the normalized transaction latency with

each technique; the latencies are normalized to the transaction latency with EI

caching and 6 clients. EI caching does not scale well because a server’s work for

maintaining cache consistency increases linearly with the number of client caches

and this minimizes the gains from caching. Figure 4.15 shows the percentage of

messages saved with each technique. The messages saved metric is calculated by

subtracting the number of hits with number of invalidation requests needed to keep

caches consistent (0 with lease-based and ą 0 with EI caching) and dividing the re-

sult by the total number of get (read) requests. This metric captures the percentage

of requests that were serviced locally, without any involvement or resource utilization

(e.g., CPU, network etc) on the servers. The metric is of interest as the CPU on

the server saturates in our setup during these experiments. As seen from the figure,

messages saved (%) with EI caching drops almost linearly with increasing number

of sharers, indicating that the gains from caching are minimized by the invalidations

sent by the servers.

In contrast, lease-based caching scales better and is able to support 13 clients

before saturation, while offering 55% higher throughput compared to EI caching. The

messages saved (%) with lease-based caching also decrease with increasing number
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of sharers because the mean inter-read time per cache increases and this reduces

cache effectiveness. This trend is independent of the caching technique and shows the

importance of locality-aware request distribution for effective cache utilization [102,

4].

We explored techniques to offload EI caching from the storage servers to the

client (e.g., sharded validator) so as to compare EI and lease-based caching in a

setup where servers are not involved in maintaining cache consistency. However, any

design almost doubles (worst case) the number of messages in a transaction since

all reads (cache misses) during execution would also have to be sent to the client-

side cache manager for tracking sharers and writes need to be sent for triggering

invalidations (if cache manager is separate from validator).

4.4.2 Comparison with a Baseline System

Here we evaluate Kairos against a baseline system with intra-transaction caching

only and no de-centralized validation. We use 6 clients and 5 storage shards in all

experiments and vary the offered load per client. Each client caches 0.1% of the most
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popular keys in the workload. All transactions are validated on client-side validators.

We use 5 validators (same as number of storage shards) in a system with sharded

validation.

Figure 4.16 shows the throughput with varying read-only transaction percentage

for a baseline system, a system with inter-transaction caching only and a system

with inter-transaction caching and sharded validation. As seen from the figure, the

throughput of all systems increases for increasing read-only transaction percentage.

A system with inter-transaction caching alone offers up to 1.86x throughput of the

baseline system. Adding sharded validation (with caching) provides an additional

22.5% improvement in throughput and offers 2.28x throughput of the baseline system.

Sharded validation improves performance by moving validation away from servers.

Figure 4.17 shows the throughput for varying zipfian coefficient (αr) for selecting

keys in read-only transactions. We fix the read-only transaction percentage to 90%

for this experiment. Popularity distribution of keys is directly related to αr. As

αr increases, the performance of the baseline system drops due to workload-induced

hotspots as reads become more skewed. In contrast, the performance impact of
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inter-transaction caching improves because the hit rate on individual client caches

increases when distribution is more skewed. Impact of sharded validation shows a

similar trend to inter-transaction caching.

4.5 Related Work

Caching in distributed storage systems. Client caching is standard in dis-

tributed file systems [86, 103, 2] using variants of callback leases [54]. Prior works

have also explored caching to improve performance and/or balance load in key-value

stores [45, 97, 80, 85, 61, 52]. However, none of these works support transactions.

Fan et al [45] prove that O(nlogn) is a lower bound on the cache size to provide good

load balance, where n is the total number of backend nodes. They use this result

to design a small look-through cache that resides in a frontend load balancer and

serves the most popular items to dynamically balance the load across the backend

nodes. SwitchKV [80] improves performance of flash-based key-value stores by us-

ing an OpenFlow-capable switch to steer requests for popular data to an in-memory

caching layer. However, SwitchKV maintains a single copy of each cached object and

therefore is prone to hotspots in the caching layer.

IncBricks [85] and NetCache [61] use middleboxes and switches, respectively, to

cache popular keys inside the network. Nishtala et al [97] propose techniques for

scaling memcached. ccKVS [52] leverages skew for aggressively caching and replicat-

ing popular data to improve performance of key-value stores. All these systems allow

keeping multiple copies of frequently-accessed data but require explicit invalidations

for cache consistency.

Client-server transactions with OCC. Numerous works use optimistic concur-

rency control (OCC [68]) for ACID transactions [3, 41, 39, 130, 42? , 25, 92]. Kairos

follows Thor [3] in using physical clocks for the OCC version stamps, as do many

others (e.g., [130, 39, 92]). Among these, Milana [92] and Centiman [39] are most
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closely related. Milana uses precise clocks for optimizing replication and transaction

protocols and also shows that they reduce abort rates in OCC-based systems. How-

ever, Milana does not support inter-transaction caching. Comparison with Centiman

is presented in Section 4.3.6. Kairos adopts Centiman’s scalable sharded valida-

tion, and integrates support for inter-transaction caching: our results show that the

combination yields more benefit than either technique alone for workloads with hot

keys. Spanner [31] also uses physical clocks for transactions, but only for snapshot

reads: Spanner does not use OCC.

Cache consistency. Thor [3] and some of its successors support inter-transaction

caching using explicit invalidations (callbacks) to keep caches consistent. Thor shows

that asynchronous callbacks are sufficient for transaction systems with OCC. Al-

though asynchrony causes a transaction T to read stale data, consistency is not

violated since T fails OCC validation and aborts. In essence, Thor uses OCC as

a fallback for loose cache consistency. Kairos takes this idea one step further by

eliminating the callback entirely (or making it optional). Thor also shows that OCC

with physical clocks leads a rate of spurious aborts that increases with clock skew.

Kairos leverages precise clocks to minimize these aborts (like Milana [92]) and also

to support time-based consistency with a lightweight protocol that directs clients to

self-invalidate cached keys at precise times (“soft” leases).

Sundial [129] uses leases based on logical time and also integrates inter-transaction

caching with OCC for serializable transactions. Sundial is similar to näıve caching

(see §4.2.2), but it reorders transactions to avoid some stale hits, and disables caching

for a key if its rate of stale hits exceeds an arbitrary configured threshold. Kairos

uses precise clocks to adjust lease terms dynamically for effective caching on a per-key

basis. Furthermore, Kairos can also support external consistency since transactions

commit in physical timestamp order. Finally, Kairos scales validation independent

of storage.
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Self invalidation in coherent caches/shared memory systems. Prior works

have used self-invalidation to improve performance of coherence protocols in shared

memory multiprocessors [74, 94, 69, 108]. Ninan et al [96] use cooperative leases to

maintain consistency in content distribution networks. Lease management is done

hierarchically to avoid overloading lease brokers and the duration of a lease is based

on the the degree of freshness desired for cached objects. Mirage [47] uses static

leases to reduce coherence overhead in software distributed shared memory systems.

4.6 Summary

Distributed, transactional storage systems scale by sharding data across servers.

However, workload-induced hotspots result in contention, leading to higher abort

rates and performance degradation.

This chapter presents Kairos, a transactional key-value storage system that

leverages client-side inter-transaction caching and sharded transaction validation to

balance the dynamic load and alleviate workload-induced hotspots in the system.

Kairos utilizes precise synchronized clocks to implement self-invalidating leases for

cache consistency and avoids the overhead and potential hotspots due to maintaining

sharing lists or sending invalidations.

Experiments show that inter-transaction caching alone provides 1.86x the through-

put of a baseline system with only intra-transaction caching; adding sharded valida-

tion further improves the throughput by a factor of 2.28 over baseline. We also show

that lease-based caching can operate at a 62.5% higher scale while providing 1.55x

the throughput of the state-of-the-art explicit invalidation-based caching.
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5

SkimpyFTL

Transactional key-value storage systems use a multi-version storage to increase con-

currency [32] and reduce abort rates [92, 40] since reads can be satisfied from a

consistent snapshot in the past (old versions), while writes create new versions. Fig-

ure 5.1 illustrates the impact of single vs multi-versioning on transaction abort rate

for a social network application; workload and methodology are described in §5.3. As

seen from the figure, multi-versioning provides 2ˆ reduction in abort rates compared

to single-version storage, and its benefit increases with offered load.

However, there are several challenges in designing a multi-version storage, in-

cluding: 1) additional capacity, 2) index for mapping versions to values, and 3)

version management. First, the extra versions require additional capacity, which can

be prohibitively expensive with in-memory (DRAM) storage systems. Second, these

systems need an index to map versions of a key to their value so reads can be serviced

from a consistent snapshot. A näıve approach is to store the entire index in DRAM;

this approach provides the lowest lookup latencies but has a high space overhead.

An efficient indexing technique needs to find a tradeoff between lookup latencies

and DRAM requirement for indexing. Third, multi-versioning necessitates a version
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Figure 5.1: Transaction abort rate with single vs multi-version storage

management (garbage collection) scheme for effective capacity utilization. The ver-

sion management scheme needs to strike a balance between capacity reclamation by

discarding old versions and servicing reads from a consistent snapshot.

Semel (Chapter 3) addresses the capacity and version management challenges

with designing a multi-version storage system. It uses Solid State Drives (SSDs)

for storing multiple versions of data and a watermark-based version management for

effective capacity utilization as watermarks provide a bound on the oldest version

that can be read by the application. This chapter addresses the indexing challenge.

SSDs are a more attractive proposition for multi-versioning than DRAM or newer

non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies (e.g., Intel Optane) because they provide

TB capacity per drive for less than $1.00/GB. In addition, newer standards like Soft-

ware Defined Flash (SDF) allow designing flash storage systems based on application

requirements [62, 131, 111, 88, 57, 92]. These advances in flash storage enable stor-

ing more data per server, while delivering better performance compared to spinning

disks and at a lower cost compared to DRAM and NVMs.

Furthermore, Semel exploits an intrinsic property of flash-based SSDs — remap-
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on-write — to implement multi-versioning in an SSDs Flash Translation Layer (FTL)

using SDF. Semel’s approach removes abstractions and provides better performance

compared to a näıve approach of stacking a multi-version software layer over a stan-

dard FTL. However, Semel incurs a high space overhead since it maintains the entire

index for mapping a version of a key to its location on flash in host DRAM.

This chapter presents SkimpyFTL, a system that addresses all the 3 challenges

with designing a multi-version key-value storage system. It builds on top of Semel by

leveraging SSDs for FTL-integrated multi-versioning along with a watermark-based

version management scheme and addresses the indexing challenge by providing a

tradeoff between DRAM capacity and lookup latency. SkimpyFTL uses a hash table

for mapping key versions to their values. It follows SkimpyStash [35] in offloading

the hash collision list on flash to reduce DRAM requirement for indexing and adds

support for multi-versioning using version pointers, which are also stored on flash

along with the collision list.

A SkimpyFTL prototype utilizing LightNVM Open-Channel SSD emulation

framework [18] reveals SkimpyFTL provides 72-91% throughput of Semel for read-

dominant key-value workloads (75-100% reads), while reducing the memory require-

ment for indexing by a factor of 0.95ˆ. For a transactional YCSB [30] workload,

SkimpyFTL provides 85% peak throughput of Semel. Finally, SkimpyFTL out-

performs a näıve multi-version key-value store implemented over a standard FTL on

both workloads.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 provides an overview

on Semel FTL. We present the design of Kairos in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents

results from a prototype of Kairos. We discuss the related work in Section 5.4.

Finally, we summarize in Section 5.5.
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5.1 Background

This section briefly describes how Semel uses SDF for designing a multi-version

storage system. More details can be found in Section 3.1.

Semel is a lightweight multi-version key-value store based on SDF. It writes new

values in a log-structured fashion [109], densely packed in pages on flash. Figure 5.2

shows the mapping table and data layout in Semel. As seen from the figure, Semel

maintains a linked list in DRAM with an entry for each version of a key. Each version

is assigned a 64-bit create timestamp and maps directly to a page on flash and the

version’s offset within the page, removing a level of indirection.

Semel’s DRAM-based mapping table is prohibitively expensive. Each version

entry is 20B in size (4B page address, 8B version timestamp and 8B pointer to

prior version): for a 1 TB SSD and 512B key-value pairs, Semel consumes 40 GB
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of DRAM to map the entire SSD. The goal of SkimpyFTL is to provide DRAM-

efficient version mapping with performance as close as possible to Semel.

5.2 SkimpyFTL: A Multi-Version Flash Translation Layer

This section describes how SkimpyFTL addresses the need for memory-efficient

dynamic indexing of a multi-version store like Semel. Our approach combines a

flash-based mapping table (§5.2.1) with a DRAM-based mapping translation cache

for hot keys (§5.2.2). The two structures operate together to handle reads and

writes efficiently in the common case (§5.2.3). The scheme also extends the garbage

collection protocol (§5.2.4).

SkimpyFTL API is similar to other multi-version key-value stores, it takes a

timestamp as an argument with get and put requests to return a consistent snapshot

and set timestamp of a new version, respectively. Below we describe the SkimpyFTL

API.

• put(key, value, tput): Create a new version for the given key with version

timestamp “ tput.

• get(key, tget) Ñ value: Return a version with timestamp ď tget.

• delete(key): Delete all versions of the key.

5.2.1 Mapping Table

SkimpyFTL indexes the key-value pairs on flash with a hash-based mapping table

whose buckets are rooted in host DRAM. Multiple key-value pairs may hash to

the same bucket; SkimpyFTL handles such collisions using linear chaining, where

key-value pairs in the same bucket are chained using a linked list. Rather than

maintaining this collision list in DRAM, SkimpyFTL offloads it to flash; a hash

table bucket in DRAM points to the head of the linear list on flash, and each entry
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in the list on flash points to the next entry. This approach is inspired by a prior

work [35]. SkimpyFTL allows configuring the number of hash buckets to achieve a

desired balance of DRAM cost and lookup time.

Figure 5.3 shows the mapping table and the data layout on flash. SkimpyFTL

writes data versions to flash in a log-structured fashion, as in Semel. In addition to

the usual fields for each key-value pair (version), SkimpyFTL stores two pointers:

a hash next pointer to the next entry in the bucket’s collision list (hash chain) and a

prior version pointer to a prior (older) version of the key. The prior version pointer is

an optimization: SkimpyFTL can traverse a hash chain to find a requested version,

but it is often faster to traverse the prior version pointer from a later version of the

desired key, as described next.
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5.2.2 Mapping Translation Cache

Prior characterization studies suggest that datacenter workloads tend to be read-

dominated [11, 97]. Furthermore, the popularity of data items in real-world work-

loads often follows a power law distribution, where a small subset of the keys receive

a large portion of the accesses [30, 11]. Such workloads would cause significant read

amplification to traverse the collision lists. In particular, a key that is updated in-

frequently tends to migrate to the end of the list, since new versions are written to

the front of the list.

To mitigate this cost, SkimpyFTL caches key translations in a mapping trans-

lation cache in DRAM. A translation cache entry for a key stores the location of its

latest version on flash.

5.2.3 Request Life Cycle

Figure 5.3 illustrates how the DRAM-based translation cache operates in conjunction

with the mapping table to handle GET (read) and PUT (write) requests efficiently.

A GET request first does a lookup to locate the latest version of the requested

key. Then, if the request is a snapshot read for a previous version, it traverses the

prior version pointer(s) to locate the requested version. A lookup for a hot or recent

key hits in the translation cache, which returns the pointer to the latest version. On

a cache miss, SkimpyFTL hashes the key to a bucket and then follows the hash

chain until it finds an entry for the key, which is the latest version. It then caches

the mapping in the translation cache.

For example, for a GET of {key 1, version 1} in Figure 5.3, SkimpyFTL first

hashes key 1 to bucket 1 and traverses the hash chain: {key 2, version 2} Ñ {key

3, version 1} Ñ {key 1, version 2}, until it encounters key 1. It then updates the

translation cache to point to the latest version of key 1.

A PUT request hashes the key to a bucket and links the new value to the front of
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the hash chain: it sets its hash next field to the current index pointed to by the bucket

and updates the current index. To populate the prior version field, SkimpyFTL

probes the translation cache for the most recent version of the key. This lookup

typically results in a hit in the common case of a read-modify-write operation on

the key. On a miss, SkimpyFTL sets the prior version field to a special value that

indicates to a GET request that prior versions may exist and must be retrieved by

searching further in the chain. It fills in the missing prior version pointers during

remapping (§5.2.4).

For example, for a PUT request for key 2 in Figure 5.3, SkimpyFTL writes the

new version to the end of the log on flash, hashes it to bucket 1, sets the hash next

of key 2 to point to key 3 (on page 1) and updates bucket 1 to point to the new

version. It sets the prior version field of key 2 to point to a prior version.

5.2.4 Garbage Collection

The garbage collection process starts from the tail of the log and remaps valid versions

(key-value pairs) to the head of the log. For each key, SkimpyFTL retains the

youngest version with a timestamp less than the current watermark, and discards

older versions. The watermark is a timestamp that advances continuously. In the

Semel transactional key-value store, the watermark is the minimum timestamp that

could appear in any future request from a client, following Centiman [39]. Each client

periodically passes its timestamp for its last acknowledged operation. The minimum

of these timestamps is the watermark.

SkimpyFTL extends Semel’s garbage collection to use the bucket collision lists

and version lists, and to maintain their integrity. To determine whether to remap or

discard a version, SkimpyFTL probes the translation cache and version list for a

more recent version that is younger than the watermark. On a miss, it must traverse

a bucket hash chain. For each remapped version, it must also update the hash next
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pointer of its predecessor in the chain to point at the new location. For this reason,

SkimpyFTL garbage collects an entire hash bucket at a time by sweeping its hash

chain and remapping retained versions in reverse temporal order, updating their

pointers in the usual way as it goes.

To maintain fidelity of the hash chains and version lists, SkimpyFTL blocks any

new writes to a bucket during the process of traversing its hash chain and remapping

valid data. The remapping process packs the retained versions of a bucket’s keys

densely into flash pages, reducing lookup time for later GET requests.

5.3 Evaluation

We use a modified Open-Channel SSD framework [18] from our prior work [92] for all

FTL implementations. In software-only mode, the emulator supports storing data

values in DRAM, and provides IOCTLs for get, put and erase functionality for flash

blocks. It also allows specifying latencies for read page, write page and block erase

operations.

All our FTL implementations use 32 bits (4 bytes) for storing the location of a

key on flash. To allow an FTL to pack multiple key-value pair within a page; we

divide each page into fixed number of chunks and use 3 out of the 32 bits for storing

the start chunk for a key in a page. The remaining 29 bits are used for addressing a

page.

Workload. We use 2 types of workloads for evaluation: 1) key-value operations

workload, and 2) transactional YCSB [30] workload. We implement a micro-benchmark

for the key-value operations workload; the micro-benchmark issues non-transactional

get and put requests to single keys, for a varying get request percentage. Popularity

of keys in the benchmark is controlled using a zipfian distribution; we set the zipfian

coefficient α to 0.99 in our micro-benchmark, a frequently used value in key-value

workloads [30, 11]. Our transactional YCSB [30] workload models a social network
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application, where the data of popular users is read more often and users have dif-

ferent rate of posting updates. The workload models this behavior by using different

values of α for controlling popularity of keys in read-only (αr) and read-write (αrw)

transactions. Each read-only transaction accesses from 1 to 10 keys, and a read-write

transaction operates on 1 to 5 keys.

Experimental Setup. All experiments are run on a server with a 16 core Intel

Xeon E5-2640 processor clocked and 128 GB DRAM. The SSD emulator is backed

by 32 GB DRAM, with a hardware queue depth of 128. The SSD has a page size

of 4KB and there are 32 pages in a block. A flash page read, write time is 50 µs

and 100 µs respectively and it takes 1 ms to erase a flash block. To ease garbage

collection, all FTL implementations reserve 10% of available capacity for remapping

data.

For all experiments, we populate the system with 20M keys; the key size is 16B

and packed data on flash is 512B, which includes key, value, version, and pointers

to prior version and next entry in hash collision chain. Since a flash page is 4KB in

size, we employ a packing logic in the FTL that waits for up to 1 ms (tunable) to

pack data of multiple keys into a page. There are up to 8 keys packed into a page,

which increases the garbage collection overhead per page. Each run is of 15 mins

and we pre-condition the SSD so garbage collection runs in the background in all

experiments that perform writes.

Our Semel prototype stores the entire mapping table in DRAM. It needs „ 67M

mappings (=32GB/512B) to address the entire SSD, and each mapping is 20B (4B

page address, 8B version timestamp, and 8B prior version pointer) in size.

We perform sensitivity analysis to determine the size of translation cache and

number of buckets in SkimpyFTL. Figure 5.4 shows translation cache size vs hit

rate under our key-value micro-benchmark with 10% writes and for a varying zipfian

key selection coefficient α, with number of buckets = number of keys. As seen from
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Figure 5.4: Translation cache size vs hit rate for varying values of α

the figure, the hit rate increases for a given cache size with increasing values of

α. This is expected because the popularity skew in the workload increases with

increasing values of α, which causes a small subset of keys in the workload to get

disproportionate number of accesses. For α = 0.99, a translation cache size of 10%

of the number of keys in the workload gives a „ 90% hit rate. Consequently, we

set the translation cache size to 10% for all experiments. After fixing the size of the

translation cache, we evaluate the impact of number of buckets in the hashmap for

the same workload, with 10% writes and α = 0.99. Figure 5.5 shows the impact of

average number of keys / bucket on throughput. Based on the results, we size the

mapping table to have 5 keys / bucket i.e., 4M buckets. Each entry in the mapping

table is 4B (page address), and 16B (8B page address, 16B LRU pointers) in the

translation cache. SkimpyFTL uses „ 5% of the memory used by Semel. We

assume the memory requirement for storing keys is the same in both systems.
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5.3.1 Key-Value Workload

We first evaluate the performance of all systems with a non-transactional key-value

workload, for a varying put request percentage.

Figure 5.6 shows the throughput for varying put request % with our key-value

micro-benchmark. The throughput of all 3 systems — Semel, VFTL and SkimpyFTL—
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Figure 5.6: Throughput with key-value micro-benchmark
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drops as put request percentage is increased because writes increase the garbage

collection overhead. As expected, Semel provides the highest throughput since it

implements multi-versioning in flash and maps all versions of all keys in DRAM.

SkimpyFTL provides from 72% - 91% of the throughput of Semel, while only us-

ing 5% of the memory. The throughput degradation is worse in SkimpyFTL as put

request percentage increases because garbage collection overhead — traversing entire

hash collision chains for determining data to discard and remap — is more frequent.

We plan to explore other approaches to garbage collection, with lower overheads,

in the future. Interestingly, the throughput of VFTL, which is implemented by

stacking a multi-version layer over a generic FTL, is even lower than SkimpyFTL.

VFTL provides the lowest throughput because it suffers from log stacking [128] —

the log in multi-version layer and generic FTL operate independently, which leads

to uncoordinated garbage collection and randomization of writes.

5.3.2 Transactional Workload

To evaluate performance for a transactional workload, we stack a layer over the 3

systems that supports transactions using MVCC [15]. The memory overhead of the

layer is the same for all systems. Our YCSB [30] workload issues 90% read-only

transactions, with zipfian coefficient for read-only and read-write transactions set to

αr “ 0.99 and αrw “ 0.75, respectively.

Figure 5.7 shows the throughput and latency with the 3 storage systems for an

increasing offered load. The trend in performance of the systems is similar to the

key-value workload. Semel provides the best performance; SkimpyFTL provides

85% of the peak throughput of Semel. VFTL provides the lowest peak throughput

and highest latency. Thus, showing the disadvantage of the näıve approach of imple-

menting multi-versioning, agnostic of the underlying storage medium. All approaches

have similar transaction commit rates („ 93%).
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5.4 Related Work

Prior works have proposed indexes for flash-based key-value storage systems [10, 9,

34, 81, 82, 35, 117, 88, 72]. However, none of these works support multi-versioning.

Several works use a hashmap for indexing. FAWN [10] stores key-value pairs in

an append-only log on the SSD, and uses an in-memory hash-based index for fast

lookups. BufferHash [9] uses multiple in-memory hash-based indexes, with bloom fil-

ters to choose which hash index to use for a lookup. SILT [82] stores data in multiple

tiers; as key-value pairs age, they are compacted with other pairs and transitioned

to other skimpy memory-optimized tiers. FlashStore [34] and SkimpyStash [35] also

use a hash-based index, but optimize its size; FlashStore uses cuckoo hashing and

compact key signatures to reduce the size of the index, while SkimpyStash uses a con-

figurable number of hash buckets to reduce DRAM requirement and moves the hash

collision list to flash. SkimpyFTL builds on top of SkimpyStash’s approach and

adds support for multi-versioning and a translation cache. NVMKV [88] is a FTL-

aware key-value store which uses native FTL capabilities, such as sparse addressing,

and transactional supports to directly map keys to values on flash.
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Tree-based data structures have also been proposed for indexing in flash-based

SSDs. WiscKey [72] and FD-tree [81] use a tree-based data structure for indexing

data on SSDs. WiscKey decouples keys and values from an LSM [99] tree for re-

ducing read and write amplification in SSDs. FD-tree proposes a new tree-based

data structure for indexing key-value pairs on SSD that uses logarithmic method for

storing data (like LSM) and adds fractional cascading to speed up read operations.

FD+tree [117] adds new features to FD-tree, such as level skipping for fast reads and

tightening for tree compaction, to make them practical.

5.5 Summary

Maintaining multiple versions of data is popular in key-value stores as it increases

concurrency and improves performance. However, designing a multi-version key-

value store entails several challenges, such as additional capacity for storing extra

versions and an indexing mechanism for mapping versions of a key to their values.

This chapter presents SkimpyFTL, a system that addresses all the 3 challenges

with designing a multi-version key-value storage system. It builds on top of Semel

by leveraging SSDs for FTL-integrated multi-versioning along with a watermark-

based version management scheme and addresses the challenge with indexing by

providing a tradeoff between DRAM capacity and lookup latency.

Our evaluation reveals SkimpyFTL provides 72-91% throughput of Semel for a

key-value workload (75-100% reads), while reducing memory requirement by a factor

of 0.95x. For a transactional workload, SkimpyFTL provides 85% peak throughput

of Semel. We also show the benefit of implementing multi-versioning in the FTL —

SkimpyFTL outperforms a näıve multi-version key-value store implemented over a

standard FTL on both workloads.
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6

Conclusion

Large-scale datacenters provide the computational infrastructure that underlies the

increasing use of cloud services. A key aspect in many datacenters is the use of

commodity hardware to provide scale-out cloud infrastructure for services such as

Software as a Service(SaaS), Hardware as a Service (HaaS) and the more generalized

Anything as a Service (XaaS). These services provide many enabling features (e.g.,

elasticity, high availability, low time to market, and transfer of risks etc.) that make

cloud computing a ubiquitous paradigm for deploying applications spanning all as-

pects of the human endeavor. Analysts forecast that global cloud services revenue

will reach $410 billion by 2020 [50].

Given the scale and criticality of cloud services, it is crucial to continually ex-

amine existing, new and emerging features available to enhance these services. Our

work focuses on transactional key-value storage, an important service inside data-

centers [31, 116, 41, 39, 130, 75, 42]. Transactional key-value storage systems are

popular because they provide high-level guarantees like consistency, scalability and

fault-tolerance to ease application development. Unfortunately, providing good per-

formance (high throughput and low latency) without high complexity is often a
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challenge for these storage systems due to several sophisticated protocols for pro-

viding the high-level guarantees (e.g., transaction and replication protocol), and the

overheads incurred by traversing various abstraction levels.

We leverage two emerging datacenter capabilities — precise synchronized clocks

and software-defined storage — to address the performance and complexity chal-

lenges with transactional key-value storage systems. To this end, we use a cross-layer

approach that investigates all levels of the storage stack, from developer APIs to un-

derlying hardware. We show that this methodology opens avenues for synergistic

interactions between software and underlying hardware, and leads to simpler system

designs and better performance.

6.1 Key Contributions

We address the following following challenges with transactional key-value storage

systems: 1) multi-version storage protocol, 2) ordering constraint in replication pro-

tocol, 3) high abort rate due to clock skew with transaction protocol (Optimistic

Concurrency Control), and 4) explicit invalidation overhead with inter-transaction

caching protocol.

This dissertation presents 4 systems — Semel, Milana, Kairos and SkimpyFTL—

each designed to address a particular aspect of the complexity and performance

challenge with transactional key-value storage systems. Below we summarize the

key contributions made by each system.

Semel is a multi-version key-value storage system that provides access to single

key-value objects, without any support for transactions. It leverages precise synchro-

nized clocks to simplify the replication protocol used by key-value storage systems.

All writes in Semel are timestamped with precision time; these timestamps enable

a lightweight primary-backup inconsistent replication protocol that moves update

ordering off the critical path — all writes are immediately acknowledged by backup
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storage servers, irrespective of the order they come in. The correct order is re-

created using timestamps at the time of a storage primary failure. Furthermore,

Semel addresses the storage capacity and version management challenge with a

multi-version storage by exploiting remap-on-write property of flash-based SSDs for

multi-versioning and a watermark-based version management scheme for effective

capacity utilization, respectively.

Evaluation of a Semel prototype using the Precision Time Protocol [60] and the

LightNVM Open-Channel SSD emulation framework [18] reveals a 20-45% increase

in throughput and up to 7ˆ lower GET latency on a single machine using unified

version and flash management compared to a näıve multi-version key-value storage

system implemented over a standard Flash Translation Layer (FTL) for read heavy

workloads (50-100% GET ops).

Milana adds OCC to support serializable ACID transactions over Semel. Mi-

lana uses timestamps from precise synchronized clocks to address the problem of

high abort rates with OCC. We show that clock skew with Network Time Proto-

col (NTP) [91] is too high for modern low-latency datacenters and that the Preci-

sion Time Protocol (PTP) [60] enables use of OCC with low abort rates, even in

high-contention scenarios. Furthermore, Milana uses precise synchronized clocks

to eliminate server-side validation of all read-only transactions — all such transac-

tions are validated locally on the client, which reduces load on servers and improves

performance and eliminates two round-trip of messages (for validation).

Evaluation of our Milana prototype using Retwis [73] shows up to 43% reduc-

tion in abort rates using PTP vs. NTP due to tighter clock synchronization. The

local client validation optimization for all read-only transactions in Milana reduces

transaction latency by 35% and increases throughput by 55% for read-heavy work-

loads.

Kairos builds on the approach of Milana by using precise synchronized clocks
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to enable physical time-based consistency integrated with transactional concurrency

control, and adds support for inter-transaction caching and sharded validation. Pre-

cise synchronized clocks enable a lease-based inter-transaction caching protocol, with-

out tracking sharers or sending any invalidations; clients dynamically self-invalidate

data on lease expiration. The central challenge for a lease-based approach is to set

lease times to balance the hit ratio with the cost of stale reads. Kairos addresses this

challenge using the observed inter-access (read and write) times of popular keys to

adapt lease durations dynamically for each key to optimize this tradeoff according

to an analytical model. In addition, Kairos also leverages sharded validation from

Centiman [39] to decouple transaction validation from the servers, so that validation

scales independently of the storage tier; Kairos adapts this sharded validation to

support inter-transaction caching.

Evaluation of a Kairos prototype using a YCSB workload [30] reveals that inter-

transaction caching alone improves throughput by 1.86x relative to a baseline sys-

tem with only intra-transaction caching; adding sharded validation further improves

throughput by a factor of 2.28 under a workload with a hotspot that saturates a stor-

age primary. Furthermore, our evaluation shows that lease-based inter-transaction

caching can support 62.5% more clients while providing 1.55x the throughput of

classical callback leases (explicit invalidation) in workloads with hot keys.

SkimpyFTL builds on top of Semel and addresses the requirement for memory-

efficient indexing in multi-version storage. SkimpyFTL uses a hashmap-based ap-

proach for enabling a tradeoff between memory capacity and lookup latency for

indexing. It reduces memory requirement for indexing by tuning the size of the

hash index (number of buckets); a smaller index reduces memory requirement, but

causes more keys to be hashed to the same bucket, with the collision list of a bucket

stored on flash. This memory size reduction impacts the lookup latency for indexing

because more flash reads need to be performed to lookup a key.
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Evaluation of a SkimpyFTL prototype under a key-value micro-benchmark shows

that SkimpyFTL provides 72-91 % of the throughput of Semel for read-dominant

workloads (75-100% reads), while reducing the memory requirement for indexing

by a factor of 0.95ˆ. For a transactional YCSB [30] workload, SkimpyFTL pro-

vides 85% of peak throughput of Semel. Finally, SkimpyFTL outperforms a näıve

multi-version key-value storage system implemented over a standard FTL on both

workloads.

6.2 Directions for Future Work

Precise synchronized clocks and Non-volatile Memory. Research advances

continue to tighten the bounds on clock skew: recent work demonstrates « 100-

150 ns skew across a datacenter [76, 53]. These tolerances are within the access

latencies of newer non-volatile memory technologies (e.g., STTRAM, PCM etc.)

and are fast approaching those of DRAM. One research direction is using precise

synchronized clocks to design distributed shared memories that leverage the low

clock skew for deterministic operation execution. For example, precise clocks can be

used for operation ordering and enforcing a memory system consistency model.

Distributed Flash Management. Software-defined storage enables tailoring stor-

age devices (e.g., SSDs) according to application requirements. Semel and SkimpyFTL

leverage software-defined storage to design a lightweight multi-version storage using

SSDs. However, both systems run the modified Flash Translation Layer on stor-

age server processors. With presence of multiple general-purpose cores on storage

controllers [66] and newer standards like NVME over Fabric (NVMEoF) for commu-

nicating with a storage controller over the network, an interesting research avenue

is to explore how to distribute the flash management from the storage server to the

clients of the storage system. One approach is to distribute flash blocks on an SSD(s)

to the clients of the system; each client reads, writes and performs garbage collection
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of the blocks that it owns through remote commands sent to the storage controller

using NVMEoF. However, this approach needs a communication framework across

the clients to synchronize accesses (reads and writes) to any shared data.

Integrating caching with local validation of read-only transactions. Mi-

lana supports local validation of read-only transactions, which reduces validation

load on the server and eliminates one round-trip of messages and latency for the

client. On the other hand, Kairos supports inter-transaction caching, which re-

duces the server load for data accesses along with latency reduction for clients as

frequently-read data can be serviced from a client’s cache. However, Kairos re-

quires server-side validation of all transactions (including read-only) as client caches

can contain stale data, and needs to be validated by a centralized authority (server

or validator) to determine whether a transaction read any stale data. An interesting

avenue of research is integrating inter-transaction caching with local validation to

enable servicing read-only transactions entirely on the client, without requiring any

communication with storage servers. One approach is to define epochs for keys; a

key can be in a read or write epoch, the duration of which can be based on inter-

access times. Clients can aggressively cache keys in read epochs, and perform local

validation of transactions that only access keys in read epochs.

Multi-version indexing in flash-based SSDs. Other data structures can be

used for indexing in Semel and SkimpyFTL, such as log-structured merge (LSM)

trees [99]. Like the hash-based index in SkimpyFTL, LSM trees reduce DRAM

footprint as large portions of the tree can be stored on flash. In addition, they can also

potentially reduce the garbage collection overhead of the SkimpyFTL’s hashmap-

based approach as keys can be remapped independently. Finally, LSM trees provide

better performance for range queries. However, maintaining multiple versions of data

in an LSM tree is a challenge. A näıve approach of searching successive levels for a

consistent snapshot of a key will provide poor performance. In contrast, a version
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pointer-based approach (like currently used in SkimpyFTL) wherein each version

points to a prior version can be leveraged to improve performance but maintaining

fidelity of these chains is a challenge since compaction of levels will break the version

pointers. An interesting research direction is to explore techniques for incorporating

multi-versioning with LSM-based indexing.

6.3 Summary

Distributed transactional storage is an important service in datacenters. Unfortu-

nately, providing good performance without high complexity entails several chal-

lenges for these storage systems due to use of several sophisticated protocols and

various levels of abstraction.

We leverage two emerging capabilities — precise synchronized clocks and software-

defined storage — to architect transactional key-value storage systems in data-

centers. This dissertation presents 4 systems — Semel, Milana, Kairos and

SkimpyFTL— each designed to address a particular aspect of the complexity and

performance challenge with transactional key-value storage. To this end, we use a

cross-layer approach that investigates all levels of the storage stack, from developer

APIs to underlying hardware. We show that this methodology opens avenues for syn-

ergistic interactions between software and underlying hardware, and leads to simpler

system designs and better performance.
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